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INTRODUCTION 

A problem in the field of differential and integral equations most 

often consists of analyzing a lin~ar operator defined on some linear 

class of functions. In many other domains of mathematics problems of 

this type are also common. With such a problem there is usually as-

sociated a quadratic norm, having some na.tural connection with the 

problem, and this norm will then give the class of functions the char-

acter of an incomplete Hilbert space. In analyzing such an operator 

the general theory of linear operators in a Hilbert space has become a 

tool of ever increasing importance and ever widening scope • 

. Quite aside from the operator in question the space itself is 

usually investigated by analyzing the values of the functions. For 

this reason it is very useful if, for a fixed point, the v~ue of a 

function at that point depends continuously on the function. Indeed, 

this is the case for the classes corresponding to all self adjoint • 
ordinary differential equations and many partial differential equations, 

when the appropriate norm is considered. These spaces, where the eval-

uation map is continuous, are precisely the spaces considered by 

N. Aronszajn in [1,~l) ___ the functional Hilbert spaces having a 

reproducing kernel. Just as we learn much in these applications from 

the ·abstract theory of linear operators in a Hilbert space, we may 

learn even more from a theory of linear operators in a functional 

Hilbert space with a reproducing kernel. 

As yet there have been few developments along this line, where 

the existence of a reproducing kernel plays an essential role. 

1) The numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end. 
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N. Aronszajn [~'. considered an interesting representation of a bounded 

operator L in terms of a kernel i\(x,y}, where the scalar product of r 
with I'., for each pointy, gives the value of _Lr at this point. The 

kernel /\ thus plays a rol~ similar to that of the kernel for an inte-

gral operator. It will be our aim in the following sections to develop 

further a general theory of operators (possibly unbounded) represented , 

by kernels /\. In a recent paper A. Devinatz [1] has investigate~ 

some of the properties of such operators, and any of our considerations 

which operlap his will be mentioned in a footnote. 

We have divided our investigation into three parts. In the first 

four sections of Part I we are concerned with some elementary properties 

of transformations in a Hilbert space, including the notion of a 0 sub-

normal" operator -- which corresponds to the restriction of a normal 

operator in the same fashion as a symmetric operator corresponds to the 

restriction of a self adjoint operator. The last section of Part I 

deals with the problem of finding semi-bounded self adjoint extensions 

of a semi-bounded symmetric operator. In this section we characterize 

the class of self adjoint extensions having the same semi-bound as the 

original operator, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for 

such an extension to be unique, and we discuss the other semi-bounded 

self adjoint extensions, including the extension of K. Friedrichs [l]. 

In Part II we are concerned with representable operators in an 

r:.k. space, i.e. we have a functional Hilbert space F with a reproduc-

ing kernel Kand we consider operators L rep!esented by kernels /\(~,y) 

by the equation Lf(y) • (f, /\y), where Ay(x) = A (x,y). In section 2 

we introduce the notions of a maximal operator LM and a minimal operator 

Lm corresponding to a given kernel /;, and we show that /\YE: F and 
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/\;£F, where A*(x,y) = l\_(y,x), are necessary and sufficient conditions 

for LM and .Lm both to exist. The sum and product of representable op-

erators is discussed in section 3, and the notion of a "subnormal" 

kernel is introduced in section 5 --- corresponding to the notion of 

a subnormal operator introduced in Part I. In section 6 symmetric 

kernels are analyzed, the deficiency indeces of Lm are characterized 

in terms of /1, .and a positive matrix /\ is shown to correspond to a 

positive operator Lm• Finally section 8 is concerned with the analogy 

between Carleman integral operators and representable operators in an 

r.k. space. 

In Part III we consider a fixed maximal operator Lin an r.k. space 

F. We consider the natural extension of L to the whole space F by put-

ting LJ.f(y) • (f,A1) for each f£F. As a natural r.k. space contain-

ing both the class F and the qlass L1 (F) we take F1 • F Li (F) , where 

the new reproducing kernel is K1 (x,y) • K(x,y) "'· ( 111 , Ax>. The space 

Fi is shown to be isomorphic to the graph of L* (the adjoint of L), and 

many properties of L1 (in the space F1) are characterized in terms of 

properties of L. It is found that the extension Li is sometimes bound-

ed in Fi even though~- is not bounded in F. The properties of symm~try 

and subnormality are seen in sections 2 and 3 to be carried over from 

the operator L to the extended operator Li. Section 4 contains a rather 

detailed analysis of the relation between the spectrum of Land the 

epectrtim of L1• Finally, section 5 continues the discussion of Carleman 

integral operators. 

We have included many examples throughout, which serve to illus-

trate that the situations discussed in the text may actually be at-

tained, and sometimes to show that the theorems stated are the best 

possible under the given assumptions. 
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To a large extent our basic notation and terminology is explained 

in sections 1 and 2 of Part I, and in section 1 of Part II. For an 

explanation of the .minimal inverse TQand the minimal adjoint T®we 

refer the reader to section 3 of Part I. Whatever notions needed be-

yond these will be explained in the course of the development. 

When referring to formula (3)(or Theorem 3) of section 2, Part I, 

we shall in other sections write (I.2.3)(or Theorem I,2.3) and in the 

same section write simply (3)(or Theorem 3). 
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PART I: ABSTRACT SPAC~ 

1. An abstract Hilbert space, Throughout this and the succeed-

ing sections we shall assume that the reader is familiar with the gen-

eral theory of Hilbert spaces as can be found in Nagy [1], Stone [1], 

and partially in Aronszajn [3]. Our terminology and notation will be 

essentially that in common to Aronszajn, Nagy, and Stone, and is list-

ed below for convenience. 

By a Hilbert space '3f we shall mean a complex Hilbert space that 

is not necessarily separable, but whose dimension may be any finite or 

transfinite cardinal number. As in Nagy [1] the "dimension" of a space 

is taken to be the smallest number of elements in a set whose linear 

combinations are dense in the space, and this number is also the number 

of elements in every maximal orthonormal system (called a "w!§.11 ). 

Unless otherwise specified the topology used will be the "strong" 

or norm topology, with the notation meaning that the sequence 

f n converges strongly to r. We shall also write f n....:.. t, or r = w. lim fn, 

when fn converges weakly tor. 
• 

A 11pubspace" of af will not necessarily be closed, and will be 

the "JJ.nea;r manifold" of Nagy [1] and Stone [~j. The symbol 11 (0) 11 will 

denote the subspace consisting only of the zero vector. If a subspace 

is closed, it will be called a "closed subspace"(= "subspace" of 

Nagy [l:J and Stone [1]). 
-

For any two sets A and B, AB will denote the "intersection" of A 
-and B, and A will denote the "closure 11 of A. Also the inclusion A c:B 

will not exclude the possibility t.hat A = B. (Our 11A c B11 is the 11Aw B" 

of Nagy [1] and Stone [1] • ) 



For any two subspaces ot:1 and ~ 2, ..t.1 -i- .;c.2: will denote their 

"vectorial !mm" and ,I e cC1 = ,f 8 eel will denote the "orthoeonal 

complement" of .e1 (in 'If). 
The "dimension" of a subspace is the dimension or its closure, 

and.the "t!!!k" of a subspace is the dimension of its orthogonal 

complement. 

9 

For any collection of vectors foe~ « £A, the notation· [r.,J shall 

stand for the smallest closed subspace containing all of the f« for ~£A. 

If f'H.,J, ,<E.A, is a collection of Hilbert spaces, then 

'If = L,_.L · will denote the "combinatorial orthogonal sum" ( the 
«£A . 

"Cartesian product" of Nagy [1] ) of the spaces 1ftt. For two such spaces 

1 and Pf2 we shall also write If-• W 1 .:t. ?t 2. 

2, Transformations. We shall distinguish between a "transformation" 

from one Hilbert space into another and an "operator", which will always 

be a transformation from a space into itself, A "functional" will be 

a transformation whose range lies in the one-dimensional Hilbert space 

of complex numbers, 

If T is a transformation, then .8(~), R.~~), (T)_, and '7 (T) will 

denote the "domain", "nno", 11nullspace", and "™11", respectively, 

of T. When we are dealing with only one transformation T we may write 

simply h, ~, ~, and {J instead of ·.e-(T), R. (T), (T), and '7(T). 

If T has an adjoint transformation T*, then we·may also write ,a*, R.*, 
~d ;(* for b(T*), ~(T*), and i(T*) respectively. Further, if we 

have other transformations T1, T2, T', etc., we may write simply .e1 , 

c8"2, J:/1 , etc., instead of .8'(T1), J?l(T2), .fr(T'), etc. 

We shall also make the distinction between a transformation "from" 

;ff (when bclf) and a transformation "Q.t:" 1f (when l!I = ;f), and between 
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a transformation "intofl 11' (when Re: If) and a transformation "onto"· If 

( when = If ) • 

If we are dealing with two Hilbert spaces 1f1 and 1f2 and two 

operators L1 and L2, one in each space, then as long as no confusion 

will arise we will use the same symbol 11*.11 to denote the adjoint of 

each. That is, we shall use t~e notation L!, L~,ai, etc. rather than 

til, 1;_2, ai1, etc. Similarly if cit:1 and .t2 are two subspaces, 

..tic: Ni, then n9n and "-" will be used for each as in ~18 .tj_, 
1f2e cf 2, Ti, and ~ 2, as long as it is obvious which norms we are 

referrir_ig to. 

Let T be a transformation from If in~o W'. If T1 is another such 

transformation, then Tic:: T will mean that T1 is a "restriction_" of T, 

or Tis an "extension" of T1, and will not exclude the possibility 

that T1 = T. If ~elf then T.e will denote the restriction of T to 

the domain .r J!Y. 

If T1 is another transformation from 3f into ?f', then T + T1 is 

the obvious transformation whose domain is tB',1;/1 , i.e. it is defined 

wherever Tf + T1f makes sense. If T1 is an operator, then 

T1 ·- ). = T1 - ).. I, where I is the identity opera tor. 

If T' is a transformation from 1/1 into ?/11 , then T1T denotes the 

obvious transformation from H into H" whose domain is the set of 

elements f_e. ;f such that T1 (Tf) makes sense. 

If Tis one-to-one, i.e. Tf = g has a unique solution f for 

each gs R, then T has an inverse transformation, denoted by t-l, with 

domain flc ?f' and range f?Jc1/. 

The graph "(T) is a subset of the space W.:1:1/. A transformation 

is "closed II if its graph is closed (in the space lfz. W') . If T has a 
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closed extension, then its "closure" will be the smallest closed exten-

sion. If T has no closed extension, then we say that the closure of T 

does not exist. 

The transformation T is "continuous II if Xn .fl and Xn x e: 21' 

implies that Txn-+ Tx. A continuous transformation need not be _defined 

on the whole space. 

The transformation T is "linear" if J:f is a subspace and if 

T(« f +~ g) • ocTf -t- /A Tg for all f, g ei!J and arbitrary complex numbers 

and ~. A "bounded" linear transformation Twill not necessarily be 

defined on the whole space. Its domain may be any subspace of' and 

its bound will be denoted by HT I. 
An important theorem is the closed graph theorem, which says that 

a closed linear transformation with a closed domain must be bounded. 

It is easy to prove the two converses, that a closed bounded transfor-

mation has a closed domain, and that a bounded transformation with 

closed domain must be closed. 

For linear operators T in the space 1', with dense domains, we 

also have the notions of T being "symmetric", 11.wu,f adfoint", or 

"positive", where positive does not imply self' adjoint, but only that 

(Tf,f)~ O for all f' • 1' (as in Nagy [1], p. 35). 

Finally, R~ will denote the "resolvent onerator" of T, and is 

equal to ( A - T)-1 on the resolvent set of T. 

3. Two lemmas sm transformations. A useful criterion for deter-

mining whether two subspaces have the same dimension is given by the 

following lemma. 

Lemma l• A one-:tg:Qne closed linear transformation T, from a 

Hilbert space ;./ into a Hilbert space H' , preserves dimensions, i, e. 



dim .8' = dim & . More tzenerally, if a linear ·transformation T has a 
closure T, then dim J!J = dim i + dim R. • 
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Remark: It is easily seen that this lemma is no longer true if 

the transformation has no closure. For example we can map a Hamel 

basis in a separable space onto an orthonormal basis in a higher dimen-

sional space and extend it by linearity to a one-to-one linear trans-

formation. But this transformation will not be closed. 

Proof. The second statement follows from the first. In fact 

$e C: a, R. C: il C: R, and the first statement may be applied to Teo' 
- ~· where Rf = J:/ ( 3P e Jt ) • 

0 

To prove the first statement we suppose first that Tis bounded. 
I -We may also assume that 1f = fJ and rf • ot • Clearly T maps any dense 

set in 3-1' into a dense set in ll, and therefore dim R. dim .fr. 

On the other hand, any dense set Sin IR.. is dense in a:f' and there-

fore T*(S) is dense in fl*, i.e. dim R.*6 dim 'r/'1 • But R.* is dense in 

'If since T is one-to-cine, and consequently dim J!!/ = dim 3/ • dim 6l* 

dim w' = dim R.. • Thus the lemma is established for a bounded trans-

formation. 

In the general case we look at the graph D (T) and the projections 

P and P' proj acting the entire graph space 1-f :t: 31' (cf~ I. 2) onto the 

first and second components, If and 'lf1 , respectively. The transfor-
. I 

mations ~_and P:7 are closed, one-to-one, and bounded,.so that we may 

apply the lemma as far as we have proved it. This gives us dim i!f 

• dim :7 • dim 1G and completes the proof of the lemma. 

We recall (cf. ·1.2} that the domain of a linear transformation_T 

is not presumed to be dense, and therefore its adjoint transformation 



T* may not exist. However, we may always define a "minimal ad:ioint" 

T ® as follows. 
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If Tis a linear transformation from '3P into w', we may also con-

sider it as a transformation from the Hilbert space "if into W'. In 

the latter sense T has an adjoint transformation (from H' into 2), 
which we shall denote by T®and call the "minimal adjoint" of T. 

Obviously T®coincides with T* whenever T* exists. If T1 denotes the 

linear extension of T with domain S:r + ( g.p 8 :e) and with ?Pe§c:l'(T1) , 

then we also have T ®= TI. 

This transformation T@is clearly independent of the space 1f con-
- I -taining b, but it does depend on the space g:f containing iR. • The de-

pendence upon 'If', however, is on~y to the extent of determining the 

nullspace of T~ which is H' 8 'Zir. The operation n®n thus carries an 

arbitrary ciosed linear transformation (from 11 into 'If') into a closed 

linear transformatio:P (from 1'' into 'If) having a dense domain (in 11''). 

Further, when T has a olo.sw:-ij, T $• = Te* is the closure of the ex-

tension T1 of T defined above. 

The minimal adjoint Tl3Dmay also be defined directly in terms of 

the scalar product or in terms of the graph of T. If we break a oon-

vention (in this paragrapn only) and consider the adjoint T* as a multi-

valued transf_ormation, then it will always exist. It will have the 

same domain as the single-valued transformation T~ and T~ will be the 

~lament in the class T*f having the smallest.norm. From these remarks 

it is clear in what sense the minimal adjoint is minimal. 

Another useful concept is tbat of the "minimal inversenl) ~f 

a closed linear transformation. If Tis a closed linear transformation, 

1) The theory of partial inverses, and in particular of the 
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from-., 'J-f into 'If' , and = f:J ( 'If 0J(°) , then T 8 0 is a one-to-one 

closed linear transformation with range (l = 6t(T). The minimal inverse 

'l'2> may then be defined as the linear extension of (T.,e:)-1 to the domain 
0 . 

' - ' "?I:" _l"i\ R. + ( 1f 8 ~) and having the nullspace ff 8 1rC.. Clearly 'l"IC:all always has a 

dense domain. It should be noted that when T has an inverse, T-1 will 

be only a restriction of 1'V. If T1 denotes the linear extension of T 

with domain e+( 'If ea) and with '118 b c:~(T1), then we also have 

~-~. 
In terms of the above notions we may now state a useful lemma, 

analogous to the well-known property that T*-1 = r 1* (whenever T*, 

and either T*-1 or T-1* exist). 

Lemma &• Let T be a closed linear transformation from 1/ into ff'. 
Then T~= Tfj)t and has l' (T) for its nullspace. 

Proof. From the above definitions and the remarks following them, 

we have the general relations (for a closed T) 

*• •lQ> = ;p' e df, 
~-are= 'He~. 

and 

Applying the first two relations to the transformations~ and T~ and 

using the last two relations, we obtain *g,. = ld!Q) = r . Thus T~ 
' 

and are closed linear transformations having a commori nullspace *. 
To complete the proof we must now show that (T~ = (P) . wet w>el 

Let /?)'0 = .0'( 'JI e ~), T0 = To8'0 , and consider T0 as a transfor-

1118.tion from a O into ~. Then ~, ~1·; and ir;;1* exist so that 

minimal inverse, of a closed linear transformation was introduced 
by Hans Hamburger. The author became familiar with these notions 
from a series of lectures by Hans Hamburger in the summer of 1950 
at.Oklahoma A. and M. College, Stillwater, Oklahoma. 
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T~-1 = T~1*. From the remarks following the definit~ons we obtain 

T* = (T~ and T~1 = (~ • By repeating this procedure we then ob-
o "R:' 71: \ 

tain T~-l : (( (T~ )~ : (T _ and T~l* : ( ( (T~) )~ 
~o 80 7l: lro 

= (~- • Since T~-1= T~1* it then follows that (,fl'Q>) =~Q)~ 
If O "lf O :e:-0 

and the proof is complete. 

4. Subnormal operators. We know that two operators T1 and T2 
are equal only if they have the same domain .a-1 = S-2 and assign the 

same value T1f = T2f for every element fa~1• Correspondingly we de-
1) fin, the concept of two operators T1 and T2 being "metrically equivalent" 

if .8'1 = .e-2 and IIT1fl1 = IIT2ff for all fao91• We may also say that T1 
II and T2 are 11metrigally ISUW!~ mi if .fc:£r18 2 and the restrictions 

T1.ie, and T2.e are metrically equivalent, We may now give the following 

definitions. 

An operator Tis said to be 11normal 11 if it is closed, linear, has 

a dense domain, and T*T = TT*, An equivalent definition is as follows. 

An operator Tis said to be "normal" if it is linear, has a dense 

domain, and if T and T* are metrically equivalent~) The equivalence 

proof of these two definitions can be found in Nagy [1] (p.33) and will 

not be reproduced here. 

We note immediately that every self adjoint operator is normal, 

bµt that a symmetric operator will not in general be normal since .b 

and It* will be different. We also recall that any restriction (with 

l) The "metrisch gleioh" of Nagy [1] • 

2) Both definitions are from V. Neumann [2]. Further equivalent 
definitions can be found in V. Neumann Il,3] and Stone [1]. 
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dense domain) of a self adjoint operator will be symmetric. With these 

remarks in mind we introduce the following definition. 

An operator T is sai'd to be "subnormal" if it is linear, has a 

dense domain l!fcJ!J*, and if T and T* are metrically equivalent on b. 

Clearly it is·a generalization of both symmetric and normal opera-

tors, and it is easily seen that the closure of a subnormal operator is 

again subnormal~) 

For closed operators we may rephrase the definition in the follow-

ing manner, analogous to the first definition of a normal operator. 

Theorem l- Let T be a closed linear operator with a dense domain. 

Then necessary: and sufficient conditions for T to be subnormal are 

J?JcJ;* and T*T = T1T~, where T1 = ((T*~)*. 

Proof. Suppose first that Tis subnormal and closed. Then (T*),,e-

is closed, since it is metrically equivalent to T, and Ti= (T*)8 • 

Hence for f i::.fS(T*T) and gE.J!!J we have (T*Tr,g) = (Tf,Tg) = (T*f,T*g) 

* * ( * = (T1r,T1g) = T1T1f,g), the last equality being true because 
* * * * (T1r,T1g) = (T Tf,g) shows that T1fec6i• Thus we have shown that 

* * T Tc: T1Tl" 

* * * Further, for feo6'(T1T1) and g£.8' we have (Tf,Tg) = (T f,T g) 

= (Tif,T~g) = (T1Tif,g), which shows that Tfs,8'* and consequently that 

T*T = T1Ti. 

On th~ other hand if Tis a closed linear operator with dense domain 
- * * ,B-cd and T*T = T1Ti, then for every f E..e'(T T) =Z(T1T1) we have (Tf,Tf) 

= (T*Tf,f) = (T1Tit,f) = (Tif,Tif) = (T*f,T*f). Finally for any f e 5:J 

we can find a sequence {rrJ-cb(T*T) so that fn-+f and Tfn-+Tf 

1) We reserve the problem of finding normal extensions of a 
subnormal operator to be considered in another paper. 
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(cf. Nagy [1], Po30). From wha~ we have already proved we have 

IIT*rm - T* fnl/ = J)Tfm - Tfn) and therefore T* fn is convergent. 

Consequently f 4 .»*, T*fn--+ T*r (since T* is closed), and ITf/l =:.lim.1/TfnlJ 

= _lim )j T* f nl/ = 1/T* r/1, which completes the proof of the theorem. 

2• .Semi-bounded operators. There have been many investigations 

concerned with finding self adjoint extensions of symmetric operators. 

One important theorem, due to K. Friedrichs [1], is concerned with ex-

tending semi-bounded operators. It is proved here, in a slightly more 

general form than Friedrichs' original result;) because of its close 

connection with Theorems 2, 3 and 4, and because of the additional 

light shed on the situation by the examples at the end of this section. 

Theorem J.,. Let L be a symmetric ouera tor in 11' with a finite lower 

bound c. Then Lhasa well determined self adjoint extension S with 

the same lower bound, whose domain can be described as follow~. 

Let«> o, H« = L-c+«, and //ff}} • (Hoc f,f) for f G ~=£1(L) Then 

B(s) is the set of elements f&J:/", such that f is the strong limit· of 

a sequence fn in$, with fn a Cauchy sequence with respect to the 

stronger norm fl /l,e ( The domain if1 (S) is independent of oe.) 

This theorem is an immediate consequence of the following four 

lemmas (letting S = T;1 + c- c1.) • These lemmas closely parallel Friedrichs ' 

original proof ( except for the dependence upon cc) , and are phrased in 

the termin?logy of Theorem 1. 

1) Friedrichs considered in detail only operators with positive 
lower bounds. From his results it immediately follows, as a 
corollary, that every semi~bounded operator L poss~sses a ~elf 
adjoint extension S with the same bound. To deduce this · 
corollary for L -, c, we must add to L a multiple, -c + oe , of the 
·identity, with « > 0. Friedrichs, of course, did not consider 
the question then arising as to whe~her the extension S depends 
on the parameter or.. 



Lemma i. The completion of 5:1, with respect to II /k, can be 

realized by a unique subspace .8'". of ;,0 (.8'c:~c:1f) with 
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Remark: The uniqueness of~ follows from (1). In fact, it 

clearly follows that ..Et, is the set of elements f£ 'H, such that f is the 

strong limit of a sequence fn in 21', which is a Cauchy sequence with 

respect to H lk. As a consequence we have the first assertion of Lemma 

2 (since ti llot and R lip are equivalent on .B). 

Lemma .Z,. The completion (except for its norm) is independ~nt 

of « • We also have 

(2) 

Lemma J,. The eauation 

(3) (f,g) = (f,Toe g),x 

defines a bounded operator Toe: on 'If with range 6'(T«) (c:~) dense in ~. 

Lemma~. The operator r;1 exists, is a self adjoint extension of 

H« , and has the same lower bound « • Further, J:/( T-;}) = 2'* £rot , and 

is conseauently independent of oe. 

Proof of Lemma 1. From the definition of I/ llct., and since Hoe has 

a lower bound oc , we have 

(4) 

It follows that any oc.- Cauchy (i.e. with respect to ff I/") sequence f n 

in is also a Cauchy seq~ence in af, and « - equivalent sequences .. in 

J:/' are equivalent sequences in 'If. . ,~ 
Consequently, every ideal element f 
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in the ~- completion of 5:J corres_ponds to a unique element f e. '11', 
which is the strong limit of each sequence in 5:1 determining f. To 

complete the proof we must now show that this linear correspondence is 

one-to-one; equation (1) will then follow by taking limits, and the 

uniqueness is covered by the remark following Lemma 1. 

We suppose that f'n is an « - Cauchy sequence in 5!J and that fn~ 0 

(1Vith respect to I II). We must prove that fn 7 O. We have 

(H"'fm-~fn, fm-fn) = (H«fm, fm) - (H"fm, fn) - (fn, Hoef'm) + (Hoef'n, f'n), 

and therefore 

0 = 1~ l!m(Hoefm-H"'fn, fm-fn) = 1~m [CHoef'm, fm)-0-0-t-l~m(H°'f'n, f~U 

Thus f'n 7 0 and the proof is complete. 

Proof of Lemma 2. Let f & ~, g £ ..ftc, and let g0 be a sequence in i!J 

o1.- converging strongly tog. Then gn-+ g (from (1)), and (2) follows 

from (f',g)" = lim (f',gn)~ = lim (H~f,gn) = (H~f,g). 

Proof of Lemma 3. For each fixed g £ flf, (f, g) is a linear functional 

of f £ ~, and is bounded with respect to U /~(by virtue of (1)). Conse-

quently (3) defines a linear operator T~· of' .1f into .et'~. From (1) and 

(3) we have O «H~gJJ2 , (T,cg, Toeg)°" = (Tocg,g) IJ Toegll llgll , 
a~d therefore 0~ T~: • Finally, it follows from (3) that tR..(T°') is 

dense in (with respect to H lloe), and consequently it is also dense 
' 

in 'If (with respect to the weaker norm II II ) • 

Proof of' Lemma 4. T~ has an inverse, since T~ g = 0 implies 

(cf. (3)) that g is orthogonal to the dense subspace .fJ;, and there-

fore g = O. From Lemma 3 and from O T ~: in the proof of' Lemma 3 it 

follows that rr;l is self' adjoint and has a lower It follows 
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from (2) and (3) that 

(5) 

and consequently that Toc.H!g = g. Therefore (since 5?f ad~) ir;1 is an 

extension of H;:( , and T;1 has a lower bound equal to oG • It also 

follows that S'.f>"-.c:T°' ('H). Si~ce T:1 is a self adjoint extension of 

H°' we have Tct (1')c,t3*, and from Lemma 3 T.,tCH) c:~. Thus T"'(1·P) =~..8'"' 

and the proof is complete. 

Theorem~. Let L be a symmetric operator in '1f with a finite lower 

bound c. Let oe > O, Hoe= L - c +«, and x! • (H!). Further, let ~« 

be the class of all self adjoint extensions R of L with lower bound 

* > c - « , and let U« be the class of all bounded operators U on *« ----------------------------
with the property that 

(6) 

Then there is a one-to-one . correspondence between t.ce,o: and 'Uoc given by 

(7) 

where a:'1> is the minimal inverse of H!. The extension S of Theorem 1 

is characterized among all the extensions in ti?,« by the property that 

the corresponding operator Vis the smallest in the class 'U«• In fact, 

for the operator V we have equality in (6) for all i£;~:. -
Proof. We suppose first that L (and therefore Hoc ) is closed. 

Requiring that R has a lower bound> c - "'is the same as requiring 

that R - c+oc has a positive lower bound; and again the same as requir-

ing R - c + oc to be positive and have a bounded inverse. 

We note that R - c + oc: is a self adjoint extension of Hoc and that 

Ho< has a bounded inverse defined on the closed subspace IR.(H"). Thus 

an arbitrary self adjoint extension, with bounded inverse, of Hoc will 
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be completely determined by describing its inverse on _i: = 'H 8 R.(H oe ) • 

If T denotes this inverse, i.e. if Ho<c-r-1 and T is bounded, then on 

R.(Hoc) T must be the same as H;l, and on 3€:, T is an arbitrary bound-

* * ed operator such that H« T r/ = r/ for all ,J s;il'«. 

Since H;1 is bounded, it follows that H9 and H!~ = i@* (er. Lemma 

I.3.2) are bounded operators defined on the whole space._ Then the 

equation 

(8) 

defines a transformation U of '}f: into 1f. By applying H! to both sides 

of this equation we obtain H! Ur/• o, and consequently U is an operator 

on ~. F.quation (8) thus gives the orthogonal decomposition of T p 
into its components in 'l(H °') and in *:. 

Since T ~• is (so far) an arbitrary bounded transformation of' ,e; 
YI( . 

into ~(H:) with H=~ T r/ = r/, and since H!Q) is bounded, it follows from 

(8} that U is an arbitrary bounded operator on ~. Thus we have a one-

to-one correspondence, given by (8), between the class of all self' ad-

joint extensions r 1 of H~ with bounded inverse T and the class of all 
. * bounded operators U on~- To characterize the corresponding subclasses 

Vt,~and U~ of the theorem we must now characterize the additional re-

quirement that r 1 be positive. 

An arbitrary element in the domain of r 1 is given by 

f = p u+'f(~:~r/+Ur/), with uE.0'= .0"(L), p,:~:, and, and Y arbitrary 

complex numbers. Its transform is r 1f = p Ho<u~vr/. Expanding the scalar 

product we then obtain 

(T-lr,f) = ( p H«u.,. rp, pu + rH:Q)j!f +rU/) 
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A necessary and sufficient condition that r 1 be positive, i.e. that the 

above quadratic form in(J and r be non-negative for each u and y,, is that 

l(u,,,>l 2 ,~u,uH9',u,o u £ e_, ,, "~· 
Dividing by (Hocu,u)(which is positive) this condition becomes 

(j/,Up) sup lcu, e)l 2 y, El:, 
u e. l!J (H« u, u) ' 

which is condition (6) of the theorem. If R is an operator in the 

class ~, then r 1 • R - c +°' is an operator of the type we have 

just analyzed, (8) is equivalent to (7), and the correspondence between 

'It"' and U" is established. 

·we must now prove that we have equality in (6) for the operator V 

corresponding to the extension S of Theorem l. In our previous notation 

we have r 1 = S - a+ 0(. , but in the notation of Lemmas 3 and 4 we also 

have ir;1 = S - ·c + O(,• Thus the T of equation (8) is the same as the T°" 

of Lemma 3. Letting u,,er and (1',g)oc = (Hoc£,g) as in Theorem l we 

obtain 

and 

(H~u,u) = (u,u)ot.. 

Since I!/ is dense in its completion .e:c(of Lemma l) we then have 

(9) 

But from Lemma 3 and equation (8) we have 

(Ts/,Tp)oe = (Ty,,s{) : (H!~ y,+Uy,,sl) = (Us{,jl) = (jl,Utl}, 

and thus we have established equality in (6). 
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To complete the proof we must now remove the restriction that L 

is closed. If it is not, then our results can be applied to its closure 

t'. We now must prove only that the right side of- (6) is unchanged when - -we replace J!f by $. From Theorem 1 we have J?Jcbcif(S) c .a:c, and from 

(9) it then follows that the supremum over 21 is the same as the -supremum over· .e. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 

Theorem l• Let L be a symmetric operator in ;f with a finite 

lower bound c. Let o( be any positive number, and let Hoe • L - c -4- ()(. • 

Then the class Vl, of all self adjoint extensions R with the same lo:!m! 

bound c is in a one-to-one correspondence with the class U of all 

bounded operators U on *: = )t(H!) satisfying the condition 

(10) 

for all rJ £ *:. The correspondence is given by 

(11) 

Proof. We first suppose that L (and therefore Hoc ) is closed. 

Let R be a self adjoint extension of L with the same lower bound c, and 

let T = (R - c +c:)~l. We must now characterize the condition that 

T-1 ~ «, or equivalently that O~T~.~. We know from Theorem 2 that 

Re characterizes the condition 0~ T M for some M. We must now 
ilC . 

characterize the remaining inequality T~!. 
o(. 

We have R £~~, as defined in Theorem 2, and we let Ube the corre-

sponding operator in U.c (also defined in Theorem 2). As in the proof 

of Theorem 2 an arbitrary element in ~(T) = r;f is g = /jv+rr/, where 

v • H.cuiR(H.c) and </£1:. Also Tg =pu+rH:fl>rJ+rU,J. The condition 

(Tg,g) ~(g,g) then becomes pp(u,v)+p r(u,95) -t 7i 'Y(H:fllp,v)+1'"'i(U,J,r/)~ 
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l.L ( v, v) + t l (p, p) • Regrouping terms we obtain 
cl . °' 

which must be true for all p and 'I', and therefore is equivalent to 

l(u,,S)f 2 , [:Cv,v) - (u,v~ [:<,S,,S)- (u,S,,S~ • 

Dividing by :Cv,v)-(u,v)(which is non-negative), substituting v = H~u, 

and making use of the fact that this equation must hold for all u E. .8" (L) 

and ,S E l*, we obtain « 

I< u elf 2 1 c .1. .1.> c .1. ,.f\ (l2) s~pL) l.(H u H u) (u H u) P,'P - Up,pi' U£.,lj\ Dt. ot, cc. - , 

This condition gives us an upper bound for the quadratic form 

(Up,p), and together with the lower bound given by (6)(in Theorem 2) 

is the only restriction on the bounded operator U (on *:). These two 

conditions (6) and (12) then give us the desired inequalities (10) of 

the theorem. F.quation (11) is repeated from Theorem 2 (equation (7)). 

To complete the proof we must now remove the restriction that L 

is closed. Since the first half of (10) is repeated from Theorem 2, 

we need only show that the second half of (10) is unchanged when we re-

place i:J by § (where Lis the closure of L). 

For any positive quadratic form Q(f) on 'JI we can form the abstract 

completion fl of af with respect to the pseudo-norm q}(f). (Note that ff 
is not a Hilbert space, but the quotient space of equivalence classes 

,,.. 
will be a -Hilbert space.) For a subspace £.c:'lf we shall denote by ii! 

the closure of .:t. in fr (with respect to !$) • 
If we now let Q(f) = ¼ (f,f) - (T.f ,f) o, where Toe is given by 

Lemma 3, we have 
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and 

where Q(f,g) is the bilinear form corresponding to Q(f). Thus the left 

side of (12) becomes 

(13) suu lg{v,af)I 2 = SU~ 
vefl(H") Q{v} V£~{H_,J 

where Q is the extension of Q to the completion if, and Pis the pro-

jection of ?f onto i{i;). 
Since Q(f)~ (f,f), it follows that IR.{H,c)c::R,(H«}c::l@::). Conse-

quently ~(Hot) c R(H.) c: ~, and from (13) it follows that the left -side of (12) is unchanged when we replace i:f by i7. Thus the right 

side of (10) is similarly unchanged, and the proof of Theorem 3 is 

complete. 

Th~~. Let L be a symmetric operator in '1f with a finite lower 

bound c. Let ot > O, let S be the self adjoint extension of L given by 

Theorem 1, and let Tol = {S - c + « )-1• Then a necessary and sufficient 

condition in order that a self adjoint extension of L with the same 

loner bound c be unique is that cR.(L - c + ot ) be dense in 'Jf wi t,b~p~£ 

to the quadratic pseudo-norm [Q(ff/½ • [!(f,f) - (T~f,f~ ½. 
Proof. Theorem 3 tells us that any bounded operator U (on ')f:) 

satisfying (10) will lead to a self adjoint extension R of L with the 

same lower bound c. Consequently a necessary and sufficient condition 

that such an extension R be unique is that there exist only one operator 

U: satisfying (10). Since both the upper bound and the lower bound of 

( U¢,~ given by (10) are themselves bounded quadratic forms on 

(as shown in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3), it follows that we may 

have equality at either end for an appropriate bounded operator U. 

Thus our necessary and sufficient condition for uniqueness is that the 
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two bounds given by (10) should coincide. If we let T = (R - c + oc )-1, 

then we will have equality in (6) whenever T = T~. Then, using 

(U¢',1') = (T¢,t/), our condition for uniqueness becomes 

/Cu, 9QI 2 1 * 
u~'j :(H,cu;Ho,:u) - (u,Hocu) = ~(¢,¢'>- (Tr<.¢',</)' r/ £~« • 

If we now let Q(f) = ;,(f,f)-(Toef,f) as in the.proof of Theorem .3, , 

this condition becomes (in view of (13)) 

(15) 
A. A ./.'--.. 

where P is again the projection of 'Jf onto R(Hoe ) • F.quation (15) is 

obviously equivalent to t: c:: ~), or simply 'H = l! + ifii:) c: dt{ii;). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 

Example l• We shall first give an example of a semi-bounded opera-

tor L having more than one self adjoint extension with the same (semi-) 

bound. We shall construct our operator in a separable Hilbert space 

with basis { gn} 

L l«nl2< oo. 

• Any fE'lf can be written as f ='f:; ocn gn, where 
1 

We first define an operator Sas follows. We-let 

Sf ="E (n-1) « g , where f s ofr(s) when En2 1« 12 < ex,. We note 
1 n n n 

immediately that Sis a self adjoint operator with lower bound O (since 

(Sf,f)~ o and sg1 = o). 
CX) 

We now let r1 = E ~l gn and observe that r1 f ..f1(S). We let 
2 n-

li* be the linear extension of S to the domain oB'(s) + [f iJ , where L * f 1 • 0. 

This extension L* is closed since its graph is the vectorial sum of_ a 

closed subspace and a finite dimensional subspace. Thus our notation 

L* is justified, and L will be the adjoint of L*. Letting·f,g£,ff(S) 

we have 



(L*(f+,8f1),g) = ·(sr,g) • (1',Sg). 

Since L.:: S we then see that fJ,. ~- l?J (L) if and only if g e: 8(S) and 

00 
Sg ..L f1, i.e. fG.H when z; n2/«n/ 2 < oo and E o<n • o. From L c: S 

2 

and Lgl = O, it now follows that L has exactly the lower bound o. 
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Thus far we have constructed a semi-bounded operator Land a self 

adjoint extension S with the same lower bound o. (The extension Swill 

in fact be the one given by Theorem 1.) We must now construct another 

self adjoint extension S' with lower bound o. 
We define ,l:J(s ') =»+[fiJ, with (of course) S 'c: L*. For f1. i::f we 

have 

and thus S ';, O. Further, S '*c:: L*, and for f £ S:t, g a .B'(S) we have 

(S 1 (f+Pf1), g.,.~f1) • (Lf,g)+ ~(Lf,f1) • (Lf,g) • (f,Sg). 

Consequently g -t- 7f1Ec6(s'*) if and only if Sg.J.r1, or cff(s'*) •ce'+f!iJ 
• o0'(s'). Thuss' is self adjoint and the example is complete. 

Remark§ concerning Example l. The essential property of the opera-

tor in Example 1 was that the-range cR. was closed. Indeed for any 

symmetric operator L with lower bound c we may proceed in a similar 

fashion whenever IR-(L- c) is closed. To simplify our notation we shall 

suppose that c = O and that Lis closed, and proceed as follows. 

We suppose that Lis a positive operator with lower bound zero, 

i e -Q = inf (Lf.f) and we suppose further that 6l= dl(L) is closed. • • fc.B' (f,f)' 

If i:, has an inverse 1-l, we would have // 1-111~ M < oo (since £ is closed) 

and consequently (Lf,f)~; (f,f), which is contrary to our hypothesis. 

Thus l -:J (0). Further, Fl being closed is equivalent to Gt*· being closed, 
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and we have 'Jf-~+R.*. We may now state the situation as follows. 

Except for its nullspace the operator L actually has a positive lower 

bound, i.e. the restriction LtR.* has a positive lower bound. 

Finding a self adjoint extension S of Lis equivalent to finding 

a self adjoint extension R = SR* of LtR. * (in the space R. *). Moreover, 

the extension Swill be positive whenever R is positive. In this situa-

tion we may always find one extension R with the same positive lower 

bound as for L dt * (cf. Theorem 1) , and we may find another positive ex-

tension R I with the nullspace f' et (i.e. the extension S I of L has 

the nullspace **). I We may directly construct S as follows. 

We let $(S') =Z+lf*, fe.8', f 0 £]c*, and obtain (s'(f+f0 ), f-rf0 ) 

= (Lf,f -r r 0 ) = (Lf,f) o. Further, for gaJ;;* we have (S' (f+ £0 ) ,g) 

= (Lr ,g) = (r ,L * g), so that g £ -8'(5 '*) if and only if ge.i:! and 

L*g£ 1'8 = fl. Thus 8(S '*) = J:J+/' and S I is a positive self adjoint 

extension of L. 

Before going further we ne~d ·to connect the extensions of Land of 

L~*• If we let L0 = L6t*' then 10 is a symmetric operator with a 

* positive lower bound in the space~. We shall now prove that 

~(S) =$(S0 )·HE, where S is the extension of L given by Theorem 1 and 

* S0 is the similar extension of L0 (in the space fR.. ). We shall also 

prove that S(f'+ r") = s 0 r' when r'ec8(S0 ) and f 11£~. 

For any fei:J we may write r • f 1 + r", where f 1e. J:J R.* and r" £ * . 
,rJ> - ,· " dh h 1 + hu h ~:imilarly for g,he: ,n we can write g - g + g an = , w ere 

g 1 , h', I?.* and g", h11 e ~. We then have (Lf,g) = (L0 f 1 ,g') and (f,h) 

= (r' ,h') + (f" ,h"). Consequently we see that ,f;J* = o0~ + ,E , and that 

L * g = L~g I for g 1£ cfl ~. If we now prove that oft= ~-+ lt, then it 

will follow that cfr(S) = Z(S0 )+.K as stated above. 
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The inclusion ,,'iY.=. J:J. ..j. f is an immediate consequence of the defi-
"' 0~ 

nition of (and of J:J.. ) given in Lemma 1. Now let f £. J:J()/.. Then 
0~ . 

there exists a sequence fn in J:/ which ·is «- Cauchy and fn f, 

where (h,h)« = (Lh,h) + «(h,h) as in Theorem 1. We can write fn = f~ + f~ 

d I II I I .o* II II I an f = f + f , where f n, f E. IJ'l and f n,· f £ ;c • We then find that f n 

is an d.- Cauchy sequence in J:Jfl* = and that f~ f 1. Consequent-

ly f 1 E cfr<>oe and we have proved that = cf{,} 1. Thus we have 

$(S) • .B~ • oB~ J:10 + 1 = tfJ(S0 ) -i- 1E • 
cc: 

From what we have just proved we see that extending L by Theorem 1 

amounts to the same thing as extending LR.* (in the space R,*) by Theo-

rem 1._ As a corollary we see that the nullspace of Lis not increased, 

i.e. x(S) = °3(. As a last result we shall now prove that there is al-

ways a positive self adjoint extension S" whose nullspace is any pre-

assigned closed subspace between 1f and **• 
We let ;t. be any ~losed subs-pace with ~c:;t c: 't.*. We then define 

an extension 1 11 (Le:: L "c:: L *) by_ putting J,'(L") • b+£.. For f sh and 

f 0 a .'I:. we have (L 11 (f + f 0 ) ,f + f 0 ) = (Lf,f) ;i:: o, and thus 1 11 is positive. 

Observing that 6c.(L11 ) = I?. is a closed subspace and that L11 is closed, 

since ~n = £. is also a closed subspace, we then know that extending 

1 11 by Theorem 1 will give us a positive self adjoint extension S11 with 

the same nullspace ;J:... This completes the remarks. 

Example~. If we have two semi-bounded operators L1 and L2 with 

~ower bound 01 and c2, and with oBj_ dense, then their sum L = L1 + L2 

will be symmetric with a lower bound c 01 + c2 • We may extend each of 

these by means of Theorem 1 to the ope~ators S, S1, and s2• The opera-

tor s1 + s2 may not be self adjoint, but we may ask if it is related to 

the.self adjoint operator S, i.e. if S s1 + S2• Our next example 
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will show that this may not be the case, even when we have J;r = = e 2, 

c = 01 + 02, and S1 + s2 self adjoint. 

We let f = E oengn and define 

when 

and 
,·::-o. s f = E « g + B. 

2 n n odd even 

The operators s1 and s2 are obviously self adjoint and their sum 

T = s1 + s2 is also self adjoint. If we now define ~= .e-1 = 212 by 

the two restrictions n2 l«'n1 2 < oo and E -~ • o, we are led to 
1 2 vn+ .1. 

corresponding restrictions L, L1, and L2• If we consider the extension 

of T to the domain .B(T) + [r1], where f1 = (n + i) 3/2 gn and f1 is 

thrown into o, we see that the adjoint of this extension will be L. 

Thus l!'J is dense and the restrictions L, L1, and L2 are symmetric. 

We also observe that the lower bounds are respectively c = 2, c1 = 1, 

and c2 = 1. 

We shall next prove that the closures of L1 and L2 are respectively 

S1 and S2• This will of course show that s1 and s2 are the extens~ons 

•given by Theorem 1 and that their sum ( = T) is self adjoint. 

E n «'n 7i n + L oc n 7i n must be a bounded .functional of f £ J:J • 
odd even 

Since the last term is automatically a bounded functional, the first 

term must be also, and ' we have n2 IP n~ < oo • Thus o6'i c: .8(s1) , 
odd 

and consequently J?J~ = $ (5i) and the closure of L1 is equal to s1 • 

A similar proof will show that the closure of L2 is S2• 
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To complete the example we must now prove that c8(S) f. .ff(T), where 

Sis the extension of L given by Theorem 1. To this effect we shall find 

the completion (defined in Lemma 1). We let oc = 2 so that (f ,f)°' 

= (Lf, f) for f £a&. If f = .E ocngn is an arbitrary element in then 

{/3n} = {'In+ 1 °'n} is an arbitrary element of J. 2 satisfying 

(X) (X) /3 I: (n+l) 1~n1 2 <·oo and E ........JL1 = O. Completing J:/ with respect 
1 2 n + 

to the «- norm is now equivalent to closing this subspace of J,2 , 

since (f ,f)ot 
(X) (X) 

= 'l: (n + 1) I 0( I 2 · = L IP. I 2• The closure in l,2 of 
1 n 1 n 

this subspace is obviously th~ orthogonal complement of [ {- n :;. 1} ;] • 

00 
Consequently .fJ is characterized by the conditions L n 10( f2 < CD 

« 1 n 
oo O(n 

and L - = o. From this it is clear that elements in 
2 . -.,'ii'+T 

$(5) = a*~ satisfy, among other conditions, 200
: 

2 
therefore b(S) :/: J:f'(T). This completes Example 2. 

O(n 
.r.:--:-rr • O, and vn+.i. 

Example J,. For a semi-bounded operator L and for each' ot > 0, 

Theorem J gives a characterization of the class of self adjoint exten-

sions with the same (semi-) bound. The characterization is given by 

equation (10), and is in terms of a bounded operator U on ( • We have 

already noted (in Theorem 2) that the minimal operator U in the class 'U 

leads to the Friedrichs' extension S of Theorem 1, and is thus independ-
. 

ent of «. We may also consider the maximal operator in the class U 

and ask about the properties of the corresponding extension of L. If U~ 

is this maximal operator, then we are asking about the properties of the 

corresponding extension R~ given by (11). Contrary to the situation 

for the minimal operator, the extension R°' is not independent of ,)(., 



and thus it does not lead us to any well-determined extension of L. 

This will be shown by the following example. 

We let L .be the operator defined in Example 1, and let S be its 

Friedrichs' extension, also described there. We must first find the 

nullspace l: = (L * -t- « ) • We let f 1 = ~- n:l~n as in Example 1, 
(X) (X) . 

f • 't: «ngn, and g = E Pngn• Then f = g + p f1 is an arbitrary 
1 1 ' 

element in fJ* when [; n2 IPn/ 2 < ro, and we have 

(16) 
CD (X) 1 

= i: (n-1 + °') P g + IX ,s ,E n _ 1 gn. 
1 n n 2 
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Thus (L*-t- IX ) f = 0 when p1 = O and (n-1) (n-1 + oc) for n :;i:,. 2. 

Translating this condition to the CY. n we obtain °'l = 0 and 

- -«P ..i. _g_ ,s 
d.n - (n-1) (n-1 + oc ) n-1 = n-1 +"' ' 

(X) 

Consequently ~= = [r2] , where f2 = 
2 

n 2. 

* Q) . <* ) ( ) We next let f = (L +"') 'f2' i.e. r2 • L +"' f and f,f2 = O. 

Using (16) we obtain <X1 = (3 1 = 0, and for n 2 we also obtain 

/3 - 1 . . «p 
n - (n-1 + « )2 - {n-1) (n-1 +«) • 

Substituting 

"We then obtain 

0( : A +.JL n ,-n n-1 and the above expression into (r,r2) = o, 

ro ~n 
O =Z: ·n-1+°' 

2 

C (3) ( ) 
Consequently = - , where CC( P = 

c« 
t 

1 
(n ~c< )P • Further 
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substitution now yields 

CY.n = p ....,_ ..L = 1 n n-1 (n-1 +ct )2 -
1 

n-1 -i- o.; • 

Thus we have found 

(17) 

Our next step is to construct the quadratic form Q(f) given in 

Theorem 4. In order to do this we must calculate Tocf, where T~ = (S+o,t1 • 

Q) 

A simple calculation gives us T~f = ;f: 
1 

n-l + o:. gn, and consequently 

00 
Q(f) = l (f,f) - (f T f) = l n-l lo! 12 

« ' oc ('( '2' n-1 + °' n • • 

Thus we see that the pseudo-norm~ is equivalent to the original norm 

on the subspace 1f e (g1] , and that the Q-closure 2. = + [gi) for 
__.-........._ 

any £. c 1-f. Consequently R(L + Of. ) = d-2.(L + o< ) = <R. (L + « ) , and 

in view of (13) our maximal operator U~ is characterized by the condition 

Thus we have U«f2 = : r2, and cB'(RJ = .f)'+[hot] , where 

hot : (R«+cc)-1r2 = (L*+oe)Q)f'2 +Uctf'2 

oo 1 fi c« (3)] oo 1 
= ¾ Cn-1+0()2 gn + Let'. - c)2) n-1 +oc gn 

(making us·e of (17)) • 

We have now found the domains J.r(R«), and to complete the example 

we must show that they are dependent upon «. To prove this we suppose 

the contrary, that bi£ c&(Roc.) for every °'• Then we have h1 = f' + r h°", 

where f • E v. n gn £ ,i:f, and f' and each depend on oc: • Fqua ting 

the coefficients we get «1 = 0, and for n 2 we obtain 



Since i: n2 l«n/ 2 < ex>, the last term must be zero, and 

0(3) 
1 

l - 0(2) 
(18) ,Y:ii l 

(3) 
! - c°' 
« c(2) 

CX) 

The final condition for fee, that of E otn = o, now gives us 
2 

(19) • o, 
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We next analyze equations (18) and (19) as ct-+0. The denominator 

of (18) becomes infinite so that and (19) becomes 

(2) [ c<3)J (2) 
c1 - l - Ci,o • o. 

Cl . 

Since Ci~!= 1, we must consequently hav~ 
\ 

(20) c(3) = c<2>c1-01<2>) = ( 11'2 - 1)(2 - 7T~). 
l 1 6 

A simple eva;i.uation gives ( i 2 - 1) (2 - i 2) > 0.229 and 

cf3)< ¼ + f2 < 0.209. This contradiction completes the example. 
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PART II: REPRESENTABLE OPERATORS 

1. Functional §!2aces rum reuroducing kernels. From this point on 

we shall consider a "functional Hilbert space" F, Le •. (1) a linear 

class F of functions r defined on a basic set e., where addition and 

scalar multiplication are the usual operations on functions, and (2) a 

quadratic norm H H defined on F giving it the character of a (complete) 

Hilbert space. 

If M(x,y) is a function defined on the product set e.x E. , it 
* -will be convenient to use the notation M (x,y) = M(y,x), and the symbol 

My for the function whose value at the point xis M(x,y), i.e. My-(x) 

= M(x;y). 

Finally when applying an operator to the function M we shall always 

consider Mas a function of its first variable, with the second variable 

acting as a parameter. That is, if My E:. F for each y and if A is an op-

erator in F defined for each My, then AM will denote the function on the 

product set ex e whose value at the point x,y is (AM)(x,y) = AM(x,y) 

• AMy(x) • (AMy)(x). Similarly AMy = (AM)y, (AM)*(x,y) = AM(y,x) 

= AMx(y), but note that AM(x,y) # ALf(y,x) even though we may have 

M(x,y) = M*(y,x). 

In our future considerations the functional space F (or more proper-

ly fF,H n} to emphasize the norm we are using in the class F) will always 

be supposed to possess a reproducing kernel. We say that the function 

~(x,y) defined on the product ! x e is the "reproducing kernel" (as 

defined by N • .Aronszajn) of the space F if (1) IS,EF for each YE e and 

(2) f(y) = (f,Ky) for each f£F and y £ e. Such a space {F,11 W,K} , i.e. 

a functional space with a reproducing kernel, we shall refer to simply 

as an "tk&. space". We shall use the results of Aronszajn [1,2] through-
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out, and for additional explanation of the properties of reproducing 

kernels and for the proofs of these properties we refer the reader.to 

these papers. 

(1) It is shown in Aronszajn [1] that every reproducing kernel is 

a "positive matrix" in the sense of E.H. Moore [1,2]~ (He introduced the 

term "positive Hermitian matrix" which was shortened by N. Aronszajn to 

our present form.) The function K(x,y) is a positive matrix if it sat-

isfies the property 

(l') 

for every sequence of n numbers 5 i and n points y i e: E, n = 1, 2, ••• 

It is also shown that conversely, to each positive matrix K there corre-

sponds a unique functional space [F,Ull} for which K is the reproducing 

kernel. 

(2) It will be convenient for us to use the symbol X for the 

(non-closed) subspace consisting of linear combinations of the functions 
n 

Ky, y_E ~. For such a combination Si Kyi in JC, the norm will be 

given by (1 1 ) 0 Some of the other results (in Aronszajn [2]) that we 

shall use are as follows. 

(3) A functional space {F,6 fa has a reproducing kernel if and 

only if, for each y £ e, f(y) is a bounded f1:1nctional of fEF. 

(4) If {F1, H U1, K1} and [F2, I 12, K2} are two r.k. spaces and 

Fi c:: F2,. Ufl/i llrf 2 for every f F1, then K1« K2, where M«N means that 

N - M is a positive matrix. Conversely if K1<< K2 for two positive mat-

rices, and{F1 , ll U1} and {F2, n A2} are the corresponding functional 

spaces respectively, then F1c F2 and lld1~ llr//2 for every fe:Fl• 

(5) If {F1 , II 111 , K1J and ·fF2, II U2, K;J' are two r.k. spaces, then 

K1 + K2 is the reproducing kernel for the functional space F 1 -i- F 2 with 
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the norm given by 

where the minimum is taken over all decompositions f = f1+f2 with 

fiEFi. This minimum is realized by the unique decomposition for which 

(5' 1) (f1,h)1 = (f2,h)2 for a1:i hd'1F2• 

(6) If a linear class F becomes an r.k. space under two different 

norms H 11 and l U2, then the norms are equivalent and the correspond-

ing reproducing kernels are equivalent, i.e. there exist positive num-

bers m and M such that 

f £F, 

and 

Of course any r.k. space [F, II U, K}, under an equivalent norm II Ii, 

will again become an r.k. space, i.e. it will possess a reproducing 

kernel with respect to the new norm (cf. (3)). 
(7) Finally, a linear class F will be called simply an "t...k• WU" 

if it becomes an r.k. space under some norm, and any two such norms will 

necessarily be equivalent. From a previous remark we now see that if F 

and G are two r.k. classes, then F-t-G is an r.k. class; it is also true 

that the intersection FG is ·an r.k. class. 

2. ! representable operator --- maximal !!}S minimal onerators. 

In this section we shall consider a fixed r.k. space {F, I II, K} and a 

certain class of operators L _having their domain 8 and rang~ (l in F. 

Alternatively we shall also consider the class of functions A on E.x ! 

with the property that A, E F. 

For an operator L we may ask if it is represented by some A by 

the formula 
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(1) 

If' it is, we say that Lis 11representabl~", that n A represents L", or 

that L is "represented by" the kernel A • 

This representation was analyzed in Aronszajn [~] for the case of' 

bounded operators and in Devinatz [1] for the case of' unbounded opera-

tors. We shall give here some extensions for the (possibly) unbounded 

operators. 

We see immediately that a representable operator must have a linear 

character, i.e.·it must have a linear extension. (It may not actually 

be linear because its domain may not be a subspace.) In fact, we shall 

see shortly (in Theorem 2) that it has closed linear extensions and maxi-

mal ones of' a certain type. It is also obvious that two different opera-

tors may be represented by the same kernel (e.g. one a restriction of 

the other) and that two kernels "i and " 2 may represent the same op-

erator L (if A1Y- t.2y1.JJ for each y). 

Theorem 1. A linear operator Lis representable if and only if' 

KyEoB°(L®) for each y, where L* is the minimal adjoint of' L (cf. I.3). 

If /I represents L, then /\y-L® Ky-J. 75 for each y~) 

Proof. If' KyE~{L*), then Lf'(y) = (Lf',Ky) = (f,L4i>Ky) and Lis 

represented by L~. On the other hand if A represents L, then 

(Lf',Ky) = Lf(y) = (£, Ay) and KyE~{L~. Further, L®K also represents 
4P &. -L and therefore (f, Ay-L Ky) = O for f E i!1, or Ay-L-Ky.1. $. 

Theorem g. If ,~ is a function on e. x e. such that /\ y £ F for 

each y, then there exists a unique operator LM represented by A such 

that every operator represented by /\ is a restriction of' LM• This 

l) This theorem was proved by Devinatz [1] (Theorem 1). 
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"maximal" (or largest) operator LM is a closed linear operator whose 

domain is the collection of functions f for which (f, A1)~ F, when con-

sidered as a function of y~) 

Proof. If we take »'M = .fS(LM) as described in the theorem and 

define LMf{y) = (f, Ay), for febM, then LM is clearly a linear opera-

tor in the space F. Since Fis an r.k. space we know that strong con-

vergence fn f (or ·even weak convergence fn f) implies pointwise 

convergence fn(x)--+f(x). Using this fact we see that LM is closed. 

In fact, if f and LMfn~· g, then LMfn(y) = (fn, /1.y) (f, /'.y), 

LMfn(y)---+ g(y), and therefore (f, J\y) = g{y) F. If A represents an 

operator L, then for each f E = i:I (L) we must have Lf £ F and obvious-

ly LcLM• This implies also that LM is unique. 

In Theorems 1 and 2 the operators in question may not have dense 

domains. Of course, in Theorem 1 we could have limited ourselves to 

the usual case of 2.r = F, and then the statement would involve simply 

the ordinary adjoint. However, if we examine only the kernel/\ as in 

Theorem 2, we cannot tell immediately ~hether the domain .,e'M will be 

dense. In case it is not dense we can always replace A by another 

kernel /I' so that /\1 represents LM, i.e. LMc::L 1M, and so that /?IM 

' is dense. For example we may take A y as the projection of Ay onto 

~o&M, which amounts to extending LM to be zero in the orthogonal com-

plement of ,i}'M• We shall see in the ~ext theorem that when also 

.. A;_ E F, as in the usual cases, then ,ff M is dense and the previous re-

marks are unnecessary~ 

1) This theorem is essentially contained in Definition l of 
Devinatz [1] • 
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From the general theory of transformations we know that a closed 

linear operator L always has a proper closed linear extension. In 

fact, we may choose any element f 0 f J1 and extend L to the domain 

i'l + [f0] by letting Lf0 = g0 , for an arbitrary g0 E F. This linear 

·extension is closed since its graph is the vectorial sum of a closed 

subspace and a finite dimensional subspace. 

By taking adjoints we see that the class of closed linear operators 

with dense domains has no minimal elements. Since there are no minimal 

operators in the general case, it is certainly consistent for us to de-

fine a new notion of a minimal operator under an additional restriction. 

We shall say that an operator L is a "minimal" operator if XcJ:f and L 

is the" closure of its restriction Lx to :X (cf. II. 1). 

To each kernel /\ , with /I y £ F, there corresponds a maximal op-

erator LM• If J3' v/=> 3C then there also corresponds a minimal operator 

Lm = closure of LMx. If .e-Mf :X then we say that the minimal operator 

Lm does not exist. 

On the other hand, if we start with a representable operator L with 

dense domain, then its kernel /\ is uniquely determined, and Lhasa 

(unique) "maximal" representable extension which is the operator LM 

corresponding to /\. If 3'ci1 then we say also that L has a "minimal 

restriction" Lm = closure of L 'JC , and we note that an operator L may 

not have a minimal restriction even though the corresponding kernel/\ 

has a mi~imal operator. 

Theorm .2,. If Lis a closed linear operator with dense domain then 

(a) 1m (the minimal restriction of L) exists if and only if 1* is 

representable. 



(b) 

(c) 

Lis reE,:sentable implies (LM)* = 

Lm exists implies (Lm)* = (L*)M. 
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A kernel A, with /\y F for each y, has a corresponding minimal op-

erator Lm if and only if ,1; s F for each y. 

Proof. (a) is a restatement of Theorem 1 for operators with dense 

domainso (b) follows immediately from Theorem 1 and the definitions of 

minimal and maximal operators. (c) follows from (b)(and (a)) by taking 

adjoints. To prove _the last statement we notice that /\;(x) = Ax(y) 

= . (Ky, Ax). It is then obvious that A; e: F if and only if Ky£ ZM, 

which completes the proof of the theorem. 

Remark: The conditions It y £ F and /\; £ F in the theorem are analo-

gous to the conditions on an infinite matrix that its'rows and columns 

belong to 12• These conditions for a matrix are equivalent, in a gen-

eral Hilbert space, to specifying a fixed basis fgn] and asking that the 

matrix represent an operator T with { gn}c: .fr(T) ..fr(T*) • The analogous 

situation in the r.k. space Fis that /\(a generalized matrix where e 
replaces the set of natural numbers) should represent an operator L 

with J(c.;3(L) .e'(L *). (Where the matrix element is given by «ij = (Tgj,gi), 

the kernel is given by /\*(x,y) = (LKy;Kx), ioeo the orthonormal sequence 

fgn} is replaced by the family [Ky} o) 

We may also make the obvious remark that when /\ is a kernel with 

Ay E. F, the nullspace of the maximal operator LM is given by F 8 [Ay]~) 

1) 

2) 

Devinatz [1] did not specifically consider the notion of a 
minimal operator. He did, however, prove that (LM)* is 
minimal in his Theorem 2, part (a). 

er. section I.l. This result is essentially contained in 
Theorem 1 of Devinatz [l]o 
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This follows immediately from formula (1) and the -~efiniti?n of ,.&M. 

Consequen~ly, if A; also belongs to F, then the minimal operator Lm 

exists and dfm = [A;J This last result follows from dfm = F e )f((Lm)*) 

• F 9 ~((L*)M) = [/\;]o 
Before closing these general remarks concerning a representable 

operator it would be worthwhile to investigate just which operators in 

the abstract sense may be represented in the form (1). In a fixed r.k. 

space we know from Theorem 1 exactly which operators are representable, 

but now we are asking which operators in an abstract Hilbert space are 

isomorphic to some representable operator in some r.k. space. The 

answer is given in the final theorem of this section. 

Theorem!.,. To each closed linear operator Tin an abstract Hilbert 

space f ;,:t, II 1/1} there corresponds an r. k, space [F, II II, K} of f'unc tions 

defined on a set e and an isomorphism f of the abstract soace {1f, I 11'] 

onto the functional space [F, II 11} with the following properties. It 

carries T into an operator L, by putting j?J'(L) = ,p (.8'(T)) and LIPll = IPTu , ---r--

for u E$(T), and this operator Lis representable in the r.k, space 

{F, II II, K] • 
Proof. The space F may be constructed in many ways. One manner 

is as follows. 

For the set e ·we may take any set of elements whose linear com-

binations are dense in '3-f and which lies in the domain b( .P) , where 

rfl is th~ minimal adjoint of T as defined in I.3. The class Fis the 

collection of all functions U where U(x) = (u;x) for X£ ! and u is any 

element in 'H. 
In F we define the scalar product (U,V) = (u,v) where V(x) = (v,x) 

for x£ e. F then becomes a Hilbert space with the reproducing kernel 
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K(x,y) = (y,x). In fact 'fU = U, where U(x) = (u,x) for~-£~, defines 

an isomorphism of {:If, II ·II'} onto {F, U 11]. We note of course, that f 

is· one-to-one because the linear combinations of elements in e. are 

dense in 'Jf. That K is the reproducing kernel of the functional space 

Fis verified by (U,Ky) = (u,y) = U(y). 

We have thus constructed an r.k. space [F, II II, KJ isomorphic by ,p 

to the Hilbert space ';f. Now we need only verify that the induced op-

erator L in F is representable, ioe. that Ky E 2 (L®>. 

From (LU,V) = (fTu, fv) = (Tu,v) we obtain $(1') =,p(ff(rfJ)), and 

since Ky = 'f y we see that L is representable if and only if c. cf;(~. 

Thus our construction and the proof of the theorem are complete.1) 

We should be careful that this theorem does not make us tend to 

forget about the additional information given by a reproducing kernel. 

Every separable Hilbert space is isomorphic to the sequential r.k. space; 

where e .= [1,2,.3, ••• } , a function f on l is in F if and only if 

j: /f(i)/ 2 < co, and K(i,j) = &ij• However this does not mean that 
i•l 

every separable r.k. space is isomorphic to the sequential r.k. space, 

in the sense of preserving also the reproducing kernel. Indeed this last 

statement is false since among other things it would mean that all the 

sets e have the same cardinal number o 

Further, if we have a nonrepresentable operator in an r.k. space 

it would_= usually do us very little good to drop the original functional 

character of the space as might be suggested by the theorem. The real 

1) The simple construction of this isomorphic functional space 
was presented by N. Aronszajn in a seminar on reproducing 
kernels at the University of Kansas in the Spring of 1952. 
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functional character of the original roko space. 
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3. Sums and products of operators and kernels. In the previous 

section we considered the individual members of the class of represent-

able operators in a given r.k. space Fo We now consider the question 

of whether this class has the properties of an algebra, i.e. can we 

add and multiply two operators within this class (without going outside 

of the class). 

If L1 and 12 are two representable operators, represented by A1 

and /\ 2 respectively, then clearly Lr'.- 12 is representable, and in 

fact it is represented by /• 1 + 1\2~ However, the product L1L2 may not 

be representable, as will be shown in Example 1 at the end of this section. 

Since we cannot multiply within the class of all representable op-

erators, we might then'ask if the situation is any better in the subclass 

of operators L having both a maximal extension LM and a minimal restrict-

ion Lm, i.e. the subclass of representable operators (with dense domains 

and)'with representable adjoints (cfo Theorem II.2.3, part (a)). 

We see immediately that the sum of two operators in this latter 

class will again be in the class (since each is defined for X). 
However, the product of two operators in this class may not belong to 

the class, and in fact may not even belong to the larger class of repre-

sentable operators. 

In ~xample 1 we shall construct an operator L which is represent-

able and has a representable adjoint L*o In addition we will have Land 

L* simultaneously maximal and minimal, L2 maximal but having no minimal 

restriction, and 1*2 minimal but not representable. This example will 

then prove the two previous remarks concerning products of representable 

operators. 
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Instead of considering the class of representable operators L we 

may equally well consider the class of kernels /1. with lly e: F. This 

amounts approximately to considering two representable operators as 

equivalent when they have the same kernel. It is only approximate be-

cause.the same operator may have more than one kernel. In order for a 

representable operator L to have· a unique kernel A we must require 

that b = F. This requirement also reduces the class of kernels /1. to 

include only those "regular" ones whose corresponding domain .6'M is 

dense. ·considering this reduced class of kernels I\ is now (exactly) 

the same as considering all representable op~rators with dense domains, 

where two such operators are considered to be equivalent if they have 

the same kernel /\. 

For two such operators L1 and L2 we know_ that the sum Li+L2 is 
t 

representable, but may not have a dense domain. This may be so even if 

L1 and 12 are both maximal, and poses a serious difficulty in trying to 

define addition in this class. We may, however, argue that L1+L2 cer-

tainly has extensions in our class and we need only to pick out a well 

determined or natural one. 

From the viewpoint of the kernels any definition of addition would 

be unsatisfactory unless it took /\ l and A 2 into their ordinary sum 

/\1 + "2• This kernel will then lead us to a well determined extension 

of L1 + L2 and the problem is solved, provided this kernel Al+ /\2 ~epre-

sents an -.operator with dense domain. 

On the other hand, if the maximal operator corresponding to A1+A2 

does not have a dense domain, then /\1 + /\2 is not in our class and we 

reach a dead end~ Looking at the adjoint operators L~ we see that the 
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difficulty_arises because the sum of two closed operators may have a 

dense domain but no closure. This unusual situation will be exhibited 

in Example 2. 

Somewhat similar remarks can be made about the problem of defining 

a product of two operators in this class. One solution we might try is 

to define the product by choosing the extension of L1L2 corre_sponding 

to the kernel L2 L~K, provided of course that this kernel is defined. 

We are in trouble, however, even when L~i is defined on X • As we 

shall see in Example 3, we may have a closed linear operator L whose· 

square has a dense domain but no closure. This in turn shows that 

L~~K may be defined but not in our ciass (even when L1 • L2). 

Thus far we have given only negative information about multiplying 

operators. Some conditions under which the product will be represent-

able are given by the following theorem. 

Th~ l• Let /\11 £ F, /\ ~y£ F, and /\(x,y) = ( A11, A 2x). 

Suppose further that the inaximal operator represented by I\; has a 

dense domain, and let L2m be the adjoint of this operator. If Ay £ F, 

then L1M L2m is represented by A. If 11; £F, then (L1M L2m)* is 

* represented by I\ • In order that for .some operators L1 c.L1M. and 

L2 :::>L2m' L1 L2 be defined on X (or representable and defined on X) 
. * 

it is necessary and sufficient that I\; & F (or A1 £ F and /11 £F). 

Proof. The operator L2m, as defined in the theorem, is a minimal 

operator.~s the notation suggests in view of Theorem II.2.3, part (b). 

If _ Ay£ F we have (from Theorem II.2.2 and Theorem II.2.1 for 

,1 . *A * * operators with dense domains) ''y = (L2m) ly = (L2m) (LlM) Ky• 
. * * * * Since (L1if2m) => (L2m) (L1M) it then follows that (11,f2m) is defined 

on X, and consequently that L1M L2m is represented by /\. 
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A* * A* -If y £ F we have (for similar reasons) A1 = L1M"2y = L1rf2m"Ky-, 

and consequently (L1J,2m) * is repre_sented by /,*. 

We shall now prove the last statement of the theorem. If some 

L1L2, as in the theorem, is defined on X, then clearly L1M L2m is 

also defined on X. Since L1M L2m Ky = A; it follows that A;£ F, and 

the necessity is proved. The sufficiency follows from what we have al-

ready proved above by putting L1L2 = 11;,2m. For the other.half of the 

statement we suppose that some L1L2 is both representable and defined 

on X. In this case we have A; E. F from the first half of the state-

ment. L1L2 is representable implies that (L2f, /liy) = (L1L2f,"Ky-) is 

·a bounded functional of f E: J1°(L1L2) (cf. Theorem II.2.1). Since L1L2 is 

defined on X we then find that (L2r, /\ly) is a bounded functional of 

f EX, and consequently that ./\lyE o8'((L2m)*). From this it follows 
* . that '11 = (L2 ) /\1 e F, and the necessity is established. The suffi-. m y . 

ciency easily follows from what we have already proved by putting 

L1L2: L1rf2m• 

Example lo We shall construct this example in the sequential r.k. 

00 2 
space where f(i) is a sequence in .12, lff /12 = I: lf(i)I , and 

i=l 

K(i,j) = ej(i) = 'ij• We shall construct a maximal representable op-

erator L by specifying the values of /\j = L*ej• These values define 

by closure the operator L*, and the operator L will be its adjoint. 

By this procedure Lis automatically a maximal operator. 
-~ 

We let L*e1 = O, and L*ek = ¼ e1 + kek fork ;;,,2. Then for f :::.:X.,, 

* CX) 
(L f ,e1) = E f(k), and (L*f,en) = nf(n) for n ~2. This shows us 

2 
CX) 

that each eiE Y, that Lei= I: t ek, and that Len= nen for n 2. 
2 
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From this information we ~ow that 1in exist~. Also we know that 

the graph of Lx is the vectorial sum of two graphs - the graph of L 

on [el] and the graph of L on Xe [e1J. Since the first of these gr~phs 

is one-dimensional and the closure of the second is well know, it fol-

lows that the domain of Lm is the set of functions f where {nf(n~ is 

a sequence in .t2• 
00 1 _ 00 

Now for fE.f:rm we have (Lf,g) = f(l) E • g(n)+_E n f(n) g(n). 
2 n 2 

The first term is clearly bounded in f £ i?f m and the second term will 

be bounded if and only if fng{n)} is in ..t2• Thus em • .B'((Lm)*). 

On the other hand for any ft.B'm, its initial segments fn 

(truncated after n coordinates) will converge to f with 

Consequently (1m)* = 1* is both maximal and minimal and the same holds 
* for Lm = LM = L, their 'common domain being 8 = 5;J = the set of 

functions f such that {nf(n~ is in J.2• 

Further, the operator 12 is not defined fo~ e1• Its domain B(L2) 

is in fact · the set of functions f such that {f(l) + n2f(n~ is in J2, 

00 
and its--values are 12f = E (f(l) + n2f(n))en• It. is also clear that 

2 

anything orthogonal to .B'(L2) must be zero, so that .ff(L2) is dense and 

12* exists. 

The operator 1*2 has for its domain the set of functions f with 

From this we see also that 1*2 is minimal. 

00 (X) 

Finally we look at (L2r,g) = E (f(l) + n2f(n)) g(n) = f(l) L g(n) 
2 2 00 E n2f(n) g{n), where we have some r~servations about the last equality. 

2 
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If {g(n~ is not in J.1, then the last equality may not hold and we 

look at the previous sum. By letting f = en(n > 1) we see that in this 

case (12f,g) is not bounded in fEc8'(12). Consequently, to find the ad-

joint 12* we can restrict ourselves to g ,.£1 and in this case the last 

equality holds. Then the first term is obviously bounded in fEa5'(12), 

and the second term .will be bounded if and only if {n2g(n~ is in J.2• 

Thus we see that $(12*) = 8(1*2) and 1*2 = 12*. 

* To sum up, we have shown that 1 and 1 are representable and that 

each of them is maximal and minimal at the same time. Further, 12 is 

representable and maximal but bas no minimal restriction, and 1*2 is 

minimal but is not representable. 

Example g. Our second example will be that or two closed linear 

operators whose sum has a dense domain but no closure. Since this prop-

erty has no particular bearing on r.k. spaces (and can be translated to 

them by means of Theorem II.2.4)_ we shall make the construction in an 

abstract separable Hilbert space 1'. 
Let {gn} be a complete orthonormal sequence in 'Jfand define T1gn 

• n2gn and T2gn = n2gn- nu, where u = E "tngn is an arbitrary non-zero 
n 

element in 'tf. The operator T1 is easily seen to have a closure, and 

in fact its closure is positive and self adjoint. The operator T1-T2 

is defined for the sequence fgn} and therefore has a dense domain. 

We also have 1 and (T1-T2)(; gn) = u r O and consequently T1-T2 n . 
has no closure. It remains 

To prove that T2 has a 

to be proved that T2 has a closure. 

closure we let rn = Eoc:k (n) gk, where 
k 
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Then 

= I:;fk2 «<n) - ,rk( E i «(n))l g , 
kr k i i j k 

1~m {k2 «~n)) = o, and by equating the coordinates of g to the limit 

of the coordinates of T2fn we obtain k = - c -rk, where c = 1km f k «~n). 

Consequently (~k«~n))u a~d k2 °'in)gk each converge separate-

ly and their limits must therefore be cu and O respectively. Thus 
2 E Ic4/«k(n){ 0 and therefore c = lim {,E <¼)k2 «~n)) = 0 (since f ~} 

k n k 

is a sequence in .l.2 and fk2 «~n~ _ converges to zero in J,2). Conse-

quently g = 0 and we nave proved that T2 has a closure •. 

Example l. Our third example is that of a closed linear operator 

T whose square has a dense domain but no closure. Since this property 

has.no particular bearing on r.k. spaces we shall again make the con-

struction in an abstract separable Hilbert space '1-f. 
Let f gn} be a complete orthonormal sequence in 1/ and define 

Tgn = n {n + l) gn t 1--tor n even and Tgn = ; + g2k for n odd. 
· k= 1 2k 

Thus T2 has no closure and our proof will be completed by showing that 

T itself does have a closure. 
:mn 

To prove this we suppose that x(n) = E O(~n) gk-+ 0 and T¼n)~ Y, 
k=l 

and we must show that y = O. Applying T to x<n), with the convention 
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that «~n) = 0 for k >D1n, and rearranging the terms .,;e get 

T~n) = f:: «~ri) k(k + 1) g . + E °' (n) l 
k even k + l k odd k k 

k-1 E tgi 
i even 

- s(n)g 
- ~• k k' k•l 

where (n) = k(k-1) « (n) for k odd and /d (n) = 
k k-1 k 

l. L l «Cn) for k even. 
k i odd i i 

i > k 
/ 

00 (~ 
Letting y = ,skgk we have Pk = 1~m k(k-1) «k-l = 0 for k odd. 

When k is even we obtain 

I A (n) (n) I - J 1 O(' (n) + cJ. __l_' l oci(n)/ 
,--k -rk+2 - k(k+l) k+l k - lcTI1 i~d I 

i>k+2 

Thus ~2 = 4 = f-' 6 = ••• , which is possible only when they are all 

zero, and we have proved that y = o. This completes the proof that T 

has a closure. 

4. Limits or operators and expansions of kernels. In Aronszajn 

[2] (pp. 374-375) there is a theorem concerning an expansion of the 

kernel l\(x,y) as an infinite series and another theorem concerning 

the weak limit of' a sequence of operators. Extending these theorems to 

unbounded operators they become slightly weaker and are as follows. 

Theorem 1. Let Ln be a sequence of operators with dense domains, 

represented by the kernels An• If' Tf' = w. lim L~f' for r X, 
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J:)'(T) = X, then T* is represented ·by the kernel /\ (x,y) = lim /\ ( x,y). 
- - . - -

Proof. I\= TK certainly represents the operator T*. Further, for 
- . ·-

each x and Y, An(x,y) = c1:is,.,1Sc> (TKy,Kx) = A (x,y) and the proof 

is complete. 

Theorem·i. Let Ln be a sequence of operators with dense-dom~, 

represented by the kernels A0 • If Lf = w. lim Lnf for all f E .fl(L), 

J}'(L) = F, and /I AnyN is a bounded sequence for each y, then L is 

represented by the kernel I\ (x,y) i= lim /\n(x,y). 

Proof. We have (f, Any) = (f,L:Ky) • (Lnf,Ky)~(Lf,Ky-) for each 

f e;S,(L). 

sequence, 

It follows, since ce'(L) is dense and II Any II is a ·bounded 

that L~Ky = Any converges weakly. By taking linear com-

binations we see that the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satisfied with 

T = (L *>x. • Since L c: T*, it then follows that L is represented by A. 
Theorem l. If Land L* are representable and fgJ is a complete 

* orthonormal sequence in F, {grJc.S-,ff , then 

expansion is convergent in the sense of p,ij~oo It is ab-

solutely convergent if Lhasa finite norm. 

Pronfo The last two statements are simply restatements of what 

is proved in Aronszajn [2]. In the general situation Ay may be ex-

panded as 
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00 -Then Lgm =· E ~mn gn, with the (Xmn above, in the sense or strong con-
n=l 

00 
vergence, which certainly implies Lgm(y) = ,L °'mn gn(y) as a point-

n=l 

wise limito Substitution then yields the first expansion in the theorem. 

* (X) * Similarly we can expand /\x = ,L ( /lx,gn) gn, where 
n=l 

00 
(/l*,gn) = (LISc,gn) = (ISc,L*gn) = L*gn{x)o Further, L*gn = g 

x m=l mn m 
00 

and consequently L * gn (x) = L cxmn gm (x) o Substitution into 
m=l 

/l(x,y) = tt;(y) now yields the second expansion in the theorem, and 

the-proof is completeo 
p 

We should remark that~ 
m=l 

= ( t gn (y) gn, L t gm (x) gm) = (P qKy,LP pKx) as for the proof in 
n=l m=l 

Aronszajn [2], where P n is the projection onto fgi, g2, o •• gnJ. 

However, when Lis unbounded we have no quarantee that LP K will p X 

converge as p o If we happen to know that LP~x and L*PpKx are 

each bounded uniformly in p (for any fixed point x) then we may con-

clude that the convergence in Theorem 3 is in the sense or 

p q 
lim L E , ~ince we would have 

P ma:l n=l 

5. Subnormal operators and kernelso In section II.2 we considered 

some or the relations between a representable operator Land its kernel A. 
In the present section we wish to characterize the kernels A which rep-

resent ·subnormal operatorso More precisely we shall characterize the 

kernels A which represent a subnormal ·operator defined on 'Jl. 
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We shall say that a kernel A is a "subnormal kernel" if A,. E F, 

A; E F, and 

( ) ( . , ) ( : * 4 *> 1 •\y' /IX • /;y, /\ X • 

The composed kernels ( /\y, Ax) and (I\;, /\;), in view of -Theorem II.3.1 

(and Theorem II.2.3), correspond to the operators LM(LM)* and (Lm)*Lm. 

Thus we see a direct analogy between formula (1) and the formula 

* * TT= T1T1 in Theorem I.4.1. The exact relation is given by the follow-

ing theorem. 

Theorem J.. Let /\(x,y) be a kernel with Ayf F for each y. Let 

LM be the corresponding maximal operator and Lm the corresponding mini-

mal operator (if it exists). Then the following statements are eguiva-

(a) (LM)* exists and is a subnormal operator. 

(b) Lm exists and is a subnormal operator. 

(c) A is a subnormal kernel. 

Proof. First, if (LM)* exists and is subnormal, then 

:kc» ((LM) *)CJ, (LM) and Lm clearly exists. Also II Lmu II = n LM11ll 

• U(LM) *u// • l/ (Lm) * u // for any u i X • Thus 1m X, and consequently 

its closure Lm, is subnormal. 

Second, if Lm exists and is subnormal, then /\: (LM)*K = (Lm)*K, 

A* = Lm1{, and consequently ( Ay, Ax) = ( (Lin) *Ky, (Lm) *Kx) 
* * = (1raKy, LJCx) = (. Ay, Ax) • 

Finally, if /\ is subnormal then :J(c:,fJM and (LM)* exists (cf. 
n 

Theorem II.2.3). Further, if u • E ~i Ky-1 is an arbitrary element 
i•l 

2 n - - * * of%, then ll1Mu/l =~di ()(j (LMKyi'L:,,tKyj) = .L:-:_oc'iocj (l\11,A1 j) 
i,J•l i,J-1 
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Consequently ((LM)*)X is subnormal, and therefore its closure (LM)* 

(cf. Theorem II.2.3.b) is also subnormal. This completes the proof. 

6. Symmetric operators and kernels. In this section we shall 

relate the symmetry of operators with the symmetry of their kernels. 

We shall also give some further information concerning self adjoint 

operators and positive operators. 

By a symmetric kernel (sometimes called "Hermitian symmetric") we 

shall mean a kernel A with the property that. A(x,y) = A* (x,y). It. 

would be convenient if every symmetric kernel, with Ay £ F, represented 

a symmetric operator, and this is indeed the case. It would also be 

convenient if every representable symmetric operator had a symmetric 

kernel. This, however, will not always happen (e.g. when L* is mini-

mal and Lis not self adjoint).· 

These remarks are immediate consequences of the following theorem. 

Theorem!,. Let /';(x,y) be a kernel with A1 £ F for each y. 

LM be the corresponding maximal operator and Lm the corresponding mini-

mal operator (if it exists). Then the following statements are equiv-

~-
(a) (LM)* exists and is symmetric 

(b) Lm exists and is symmetric (and therefore= (LM)*) 

(c) : /\ is symmetric 

Proof. First, if (LM)* exists and is symmetric, then 

,c:c8((LM)*)c:.e-(LM) and Lm exists. From 1mc1M and (LM)*c LM it follows 

that Lin and (LM)*agree on the subspace X. Since Lm and (LM)* are each 

minimal operators (cf. Theorem II.2.3.b) it then follows that 1m = (LM)*, 

and 1m is symmetric. 
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Second, if Lm exists and is symmetric, then A= (~m)*K = LmK and 

J\(x,y) • (1mK,-,Kx) = (K,-,LmKx) = (LJCx,Ky) = l\*_(x,y). 

Finally, if /\ is symmetric, then /\; £ F and Xe: J:YM (cf. Theorem 

II.2.3). Thus (L11)* exists. Further, (Ly)*K = A = /\* = LyK and by 

taking linear combinatio~s we obtain ( (L:u) *)x = (LM).x, • Since (LM) * 

is the closure of ((LM)*)!1(:. _(er. Theorem II.2 • .3.b) it follows that 

* (L11) e LM, and the proof is complete. 

Theorem ~. Let A (x~y) be a symmetric kernel with Ay £ F for 

each y, and let LM and Lm be the corresponding maximal and minimal op-

erators. Then the deficiency indeces (p,g) of the symmetric operator 

1m are given by 
1) 

p = rank [Ay + iKy] , 

q = rank [Ay - iKy] • 
Proof. If Vis the Oayley transform corresponding to Lm, then 

$(V) = (Lm + i) ( c9"m) and dt(V) = (Lm- i) ( $m). Since Xe: c8" m we certain-

ly have {Ay +~Jcir(V) and {Ay- il:y}= Ii, (V). On the other hand the 

sets {Ay+ iKy} and [A1 - ily} are dense in ..8"(V) and 6{(V) respective-

ly, because Lm is the closure of its restriction to X. The resul, of 

the theorem them follows immediately.· 

Theorem .2• Let. A(x,y) be a symmetric kernel with /\1 E.F for 

each y, and let LM and Lm be the corresponding maximal and minimal 
. . zj 

operators. Then the following statements are all equivalent. 
·< 

1) er. section I.l. 

2) Devinatz [1] proved the equivalence of (c) and (e) in his 
Theorem 2, part (a), except that only half of condition 
(e) appears, due to a misprint. 
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(a) Lm = LM 
(b) Lm is self adjoint 

(c) LM is self adjoint 

(d) LM is symmetric 

(e) [Al+ iKy] = [Al - i~ 
1) 

:F 

* Proof. From Theorem 1 we have Lm = (LM) is symmetric. Together 

with Theorem 2 this gives us the equivalence of (a), (b), (c), (d), and 

(e). 
Theorem!.,. Let /\(x,y) be a symmetric kernel with Ay£F for each 

y, and let LM and Lm be the corresponding maximal and minimal operators. 

Then the conditions 
* (a) (LM) is positive, 

(b) Lm is posit~, 
.. 

.GS(")~ 91 
are mutually equivalent. 

* ~. Lm = (LM) from Theorem 1 and the proof will be completed 

by showing the equivalence of (b) and (c). If Lm is positive then 

'E °'1 ;,j /\(yj,yi) = i; «1 ~_j (LmKyi,Kyj) 
i,j=l i,j-l 

On the o"tther hand, if A>> o, then (Lmu,u) 0 for all u £.1' (by the 

above expansion). Hence Lmx, and consequently its closure Lm, is a 

positive operator. 

1) Cf. section I.1. 
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N. Aronszajn [2] has a theorem characterizing the symmetric kernels 

which represent bounded operators with lower bound c and upper bound C. 

It is a trivial matter to extend this theorem to the semi-bounded_case 

for the last result or this section. 

Theorem 2• Ir A is an arbitrary symmetric kernel with lly E F for 

each y, then A represents a minimal operator 1m• A necessary and 

sufficient condition in order that c(f,r) (Lmf,r) or (Lmr,f) C(r,r), 

for all r E .8-m, is that cK << It or /1. << CK respecti veitl 

Proof. The necessity follows .as in Aronszajn [2] because Lm- c 

(or C-1m) is a positive operator represented by the kernel /\ - cK 

(or CK -1\). 

For the sufficiency we suppose that ,1- cK (or CK-A} is a positive 

matrix. It then has a corre spending minimal opera tor Lm - c ( or C -1m.) 
which is positive. From this it immediately follows that (Lmf,f)~c(f,f) 

(or that (Lmr,r) C(f,f)) and the proof is complete. 

Note that for a semi-bounded kernel we had to include the hypothesis 

that AYE F. When we have both inequalities cK<</\« CK (as in 

Aronszajn [2]) we do not need the additional hypothesis as it follows 

from these inequalities. However, with only one inequality we have no 

guarantee that the functions A1 are in our space, and the additional 

- hypothesis is necessary. 

7. Altering nonrepresentable operators. We shall consider now a 

closed 1:,,near operator L with a dense domain in an r.k. space 

{F, I I, K, E]. We have explicitly referred here to the basic set e 
where our functions are defined, because this set will be or importance 

1) This theorem is contained in Theorem 2, part (b), or Devinatz [1]. 
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in our discussion. We know (from Theorem II.2.1) that the condition 

* for L to be representable is that ,Cc:~ • We now consider the case 

when Lis not representable, and we ask the question "Why does it fail 

to be representable?" 

Our first and the most obvious answer to this question is that L 

is defined on too large a domain b. If we restrict L to a smaller do-

, . '* * . main fJ c. ,f.J, then we will ;have => i!J and this may give us the desired 
'* I inclusion Xe: i:J • This will certainly be the case whenever ?J is fi-

nite dimensional (and therefore L1 is bounded). However, if we restrict 
. . t 

the operator L to too small a domain i:J we may have lost a great deal 

of its essential character, and this procedure would not·be at all 

satisfactory. It is important, therefore, to restrict the operator as 
I 

little as possible, and in particular we would like to have 5;' dense 

in F. 

The question of whether there exists a representable restrictio~ 

of L with a dense domain is the same as the question of whether there 

exists a closed extension of L * whose domain contains X. If Ky- + .el 
for only a finite number of points y1, y2, ••• Yn, then it is always 

possible to extend L* to a closed operator T having the domain 

J!l *,i. X = 1!J * + [ Ky-1 , Ky-2, ••• Kyn] • . A representable restriction LI c: L 

will then be given by L' = T*. 

On the other hand, if there are an infinite number of points y 
* . for whic~ Kyf b , then there may not exist a closed extension of L* 

defined on 3'.. Consequently, in this case there may not exist any 

representable restriction of L having a dense domain. 

As another.possibility, we may of course ignore the functional 

character of the Hilbert space F. Then we can always map the Hilbert 
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space {F,l /if isomorphically onto an r.k. space fF',I 11 , K1 , E.'} where 

the operator L', induced by L, will be representable (cf. Theorem II.2.4). 

In most applications this procedure is of no value, however, since the 

functional character of the original space Fis usually quite important. 

Although we should not ignore completely the functional character 
' of the space F, we may still try to alter the space slightly --- retain-

ing most of its original character. Let us analyze what happens to the 

space {F, B II, K, E} when we restrict all of the functions to a set 

' c c E.. One thing that may happen is that two different functions in 

' F may have the same restri'ction to e . In this event we have somehow 

"lost" part of the functions in F, and the class F 1 of restrictions is 

not as closely related ~o the class Fas we might desire. We are in 

fact led to an r.k. space {F', II 11', K1 , e'J, where K' (x,y) is the re-

striction of K(x,y) to E1~e' and //f 11/' • min //fll, where the minimum 

is taken over all functions f £F whose restriction if r' ·(cf. section 

5, Aronszajn [2] ) • When two different functions in F have the same 

restriction to E.', ·some non-zero function ( their difference) will have 

a restriction to 'l;.1 that is identically zero. This shows us that the 

norm of a function f e F may be different than the norm of its restriction 

f 1eF', i.e. llf II> llr'/1 '. Consequently we would have little connection 

between the Hilbert spaces [ F, II I~ and { F 1 , /I I/ '} , and in this case the 

r.k. space f F 1 , U II', K', l;. '} would be of little use. 

If,:however, the set ~• is large enough so that different functions 

in F always have different restrict;ons, then the situation.is much 

better. In this case the r.k. space F , II ft , K , c is very closely f I I 1 'J 
related to the original r.k. space f F, II 11, K, ~} • In fact we have a 

canonical isomorphism between {F,11 IIJ and {F', II ll'J which carries 
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the functions into their restrictions wheneve3: y £ e1 • In this 

case an operator Lin the space F in~uces an operator L1 in the space 

F', where· 5; and ~• are essentially the same, i.e. £:;1 is the set of 

restrictions f 1 of functi_ons f e :O. Similarly s'* is the set of re-

strictions f 1 of functions fEJ?J*. 

We are now in a position to give a second answer to the question 

of what causes an operator L to be nonrepresentable. We may well con-
, 

sider that the basic set l;. is too large. For any set e c:: e , with 

the property that each non-zero function in F has a non-zero restriction 
I [ I t I 11 to c. , we can form the r.k •. space F , 11 II , Ky, S:. 1 mentioned above. 

• I I '* The induced operator L · will now be representable if and only if X c: ,:a- • 

We remarked above that the adjoint domains i:J* and fr* are essen-

tially the same. 
. . I 

However, the class X is essentially smaller than 
I the class X, so that it may happen that L is now representable. In 

fact L I will be representable precisely when e 1 . does not contain any 

of the points y for which 1ryt.a-*. Thus we may formulate a necessary and 

sufficient condition under which this procedure will give us a represent-

able operator L 1 • We l~t b:0 c: c be· the set of points y for which Kye5. 
Then the condition is that every non-zero function in F have a non-zero 

restriction to C:.0 , i.e. that~~ (the linear combinations of~ with 
I y £ · e0 ) be dense in F. In this case e, • e0 will lead to a represent-

able operator L', which is essentially the same as the original operator 

L. This:procedure will be applied to the Carleman integral operators 

in the next section~ 

As the final consideration of this section we shall analyze what 

happens when we introduce a new norm on the functional class F. We 

would like the class F, with the new norm, to again be an r.k. space, 
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and from paragraph 6 of section II.1 this means that the new norm must 

be equivalent to the old norm. Thus we proceed as follows. 

Let fF, fl II, K} be an r.k. space and let I H1 be an equivalent 

norm on F, i.e. m /Ir//~ /lfll 1 M drB (with m > 0). For a fixed g £ F the 

scalar product (f, g) ' is a linear functional of f E. F, bounded with 

respect to the original norm. It therefore defines a linear operator 
I T by putting (f, g) = (f, Tg) for f, g £ F. The new norm is now express-

ible as Ufll'2 = (f,Tf), and we have the inequalities 

(1) 

From this it follows that Tis a positive, bounded operator with 

a bounded inverse (and UTR~M2, ar1U~ ;2). Since T-1 is closed and 

bounded we know that tfl(T) is closed, and from (1) it follows that 112.(T) 

is dense. Consequently T-1 has the same properties as T -- it is a 

positive, bounded linear operator defined on the whole space and with a 

bounded inverse. 

On the other hand if Tis any positive, bounded linear operator on 

the whole space and has a bounded inverse, then equation (1) follows 

with M2 = UT II and : 2 = U T-1/1 • It is then clear that ( Tf, f) defines 

a norm equivalent to the original one. 

Now let L be an operator in F with dense domain, and again let 

llrl/' 2 = (Tf,f) be a norm equivalent to 1111. We have (Lf,g) 1 = (Lf,Tg) 

and (f,h) 1 = (f,Th) so that asking for a solution h to the equation 

(Lf,g) '=jf,h} 1 is. the same as asking for a solution h to (Lf,Tg) = (£,Th). 

Thus we see that the adjoint o~L with respect to the new norm is T-1t*T, 

where L* is the adjoint with respect to the original norm. 

If K is the original reproducing kernel, then (f,T~) = (f,~) 1 

= f(y) • (f,Ky) shows us that the new reproducing kernel is K1 = T-lK. 
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Thus we see that ~£.9-(T-1L *T) = r 1( .fr(L *)) if and only if Ky&~ (L*), 

i.e. the operator Lis, or is not, representable independently of the 

norm chosen (so long as it is an r.k. space). If Lis represented by 

11 with respect to the original norm, then Lis represented by 

I\'= T-1/\ with respect to the new norm (since /\1 = (r1L*T)K 1= r-lL*K). 

8. Carleman integral operators. In this section we consider a er~ 

finite measure space (X,S,}' )(in the terminology of Halmos [1] ) and a 

kernel H(x,y) defined on XxX and measurable with respect to the pro-

duct measure /17". We suppose also that H is (Hermitian) symmetric, 

i.e. H(x,y). = H(y,x), and that for each fixed value of x, H(x,y), con-

sidered • as a function of y, belongs to ct.,_(µ ) • 

In place of £-2(_µ) we shall write ct2(X) or simply £ 2• For a 
measurable set A we shall write ..t2(A) to stand for £.2(f'A), where 

.,UA(B) =;<(AB) for every B£S. Finally, when we integrate over the en-

tire space X we shall write simply j()d_µ instead of J Od,)-!. 
X 

The kernel H now defines a transformation T1 by putting 

(1) 

The transformation Ti may not have a range in t:2 -- indeed T1(oe 2) 

may even contain functions not integrable over some sets of finite 

measure. This transformation, however, leads us to an integral op-

erator T in ci:.2, where f e.,r.7(T) if T1 f is also a function in £,2, and 

(2) 

It is also convenient to introduce the non-negative measurable 

function H(x), defined by 

(3) H2(x) = J jH(x,y)j 2 <Y-'Y." 
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Thus far we have a general kernel of Carleman type (er. Carleman [1]). 

The kernels of Hilbert- Schmidt type are characterized by the additional 

requirement -that H(x) belong to £.2• 

The operator T, defined by (2), is in some sense a maximal operator 

in .:t.2, even though the space ;e2 is not an r.k. space and this maximal 

sense is not precisely what we have considered·before in section II.2. 

However, Tis a closed linear operator with a symmetric adjoint and is 

isomorphic to a maximal operator in an r.k. space. We shall establish 

this by the following construction. 

We let e' be the class of all measurable sets A such that )'(A) c: oo 

and H(x)e..t2 (A). Since the measure JI. is tr- finite and since H(x) is 

' finite valued, the class e is clearly a basis for the <r- ring S, in 

the sense that the smallest 0--ring containing s.' is s. We now let !. 

' be any subclass of e which is also a basis for S, and we let F be the 
~ ,., class of indefinite integrals f of functions fin «:2, i.e. f is the 

function on E. defined by 

(4) 

For example, if Xis the unit interval (0,1),.f' is Lebesgue 

measure, and H(x) is bounded except in a neighborhood of x = 1, then 

for E, we may take the subclass of intervals (O,x) with O < x <l. Then 

e. is in a one-to-one correspondence with the space X, and instead of 

f(A) we could just as well write X 

f(x) = J fgµ. 
0 

In this case f(x) is the ordinary indefinite integral of f(x). 

Similarly, if Xis the real line,)' is Lebesgue measure, and_H2(x) 

is integrable over finite intervals, then for E. we may take the subclass 
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of finite intervals with one end at the origin. Then we may again take 

f(x) to be the ordinary indefinite integral of f(x). 

Returning to the general setting, equation (4) defines a linear 
~ transformation 'f of £.2 onto F, with f going into ff = f. This trans-

formation is also one-to-one. In fact if f = g, then j (f-g)<y4 = 0 

A 
for all AEE, but this ;implies that J (f-g)cy,,. = O for all A£S, since 

A 
E. is a basis for S, and therefore f(x) = g(x) almost everywhere. If 

we now define a norm in F by letting 0fl 2 = f /fl 2¥' then F clearly 

becomes·a functional Hilbert spac~ isomorphic to ;t.2 (by the isomor-

phism 'f). 
When Bis an arbitrary set in e, and is its characteristic 

function, we have 

and we see that F has a reproducing kernel K(A,B) = jx.B =,..,U{AB). 
A 

(Note that Xi3E.t2 since .)dB)< oo.) If L is the operator in F induced 

by T (and the isomorphism f), then 

(5) Lf(B) = (f Tf) (~) = J ( j H(x,y) f(y)d)'y~d)"x 
B 

= J f(y) ( f H(x,y)<y'x.>~Y-' 
B 

for evecy fs.,8°(T), where we are permitted to change the order of inte-

gration.because 

(6) J fJH(x,y)f(y)J 
B 

di'y ~x J H(x)( J 1£1 2 cyt )½ cy-,x 
B 

( J frl 2 )½ ()l(B))½ ( f H2(x) d)l )½ < oo 
B 
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for every f£~ (recalling that H(x)££2 (B)). Further, jH(x,y)d/.lx 

is in £2, since B 

(7) 

~- J J f hHx,y) H(z,-y)I 
BB 

dll d/u d/u, r-x z y 

= J f ( f JH(x,y) H,(z,y) I d )' du d,u 
/Y /"x /z 

BB 

J J H(x) H(z)cy.,x d.f'z < co. 
BB 

Consequently, the symmetric kernel 

(A,B) = j(jH(x,y)d..tt ) d ll : J' f H(x,y) du d P 
. / -X / Y / y / X 

AB AB 

represents the operator Lin F. 

It should be remarked that the r.k. space F we have constructed 

is not the most natural r.k. space corresponding to £,2• The natural 

r.k. space would be constructed by taking the basic set· E. equal to 

the class [ 0 of all measurable sets A with,)<(A) < oo. This r.k. 

space is independent of the integral operator T. In this space the 

operator:T will then induce an operator L0 , but L0 may not be repre-

sentable. In order to know that L0 is representable we must be able 

to change the order of integration in (5) and we must have 

J H(x,y)<;Px in £ 2 • To insure this we have reduced the class E:.0 

B 
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I 
to the class e. of sets A with H(x)E..t2(A), so that equations (6) and 

(7) then hold. This procedure of reducing the basic set in order to 

have a representable operator was described in the preceding section, 

and the situation for a Carleman integral operator is an example of 

where it may be applied. The condition that £. be a basis for the 

er-ring Sis what insures that a non-zero function in F0 have a non-

zero restriction to E... 
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PART III: EXTENSIONS OF REPRF.SENTABLE OPERA'roRS 

1. General considerations. Throughout Part III we shall consider 

a fixed r.k. space {F,K K, K} and a representable operator L. Equivalent-

ly we may consider a kernel A(x,y) with Ay £ F, i.e. representing an 

operator L c:LM• 

A first step in extending L would be to consider a maximal exten-

sion LM (which is unique if 3' is dense). Next, if bM is not already 

dense we may extend LM to a representable operator with dense domain 

(e.g. replacing /\ by P /\ , where P is the projection onto »M). With 

these remarks in mind we shall suppose in the remainder of Part III that 

L has already been extended to an LM with dense domain, i.e. we are as-

suming that L = LM and~ is dense. We caution the reader not to for-

get that the forthcoming formulas and conditions in terms of L (through-

out Part III) will actually be in terms of the maximal operator LM. 

We shall now attempt to construct a representable extension Li of 

L. (Of cour~e this means abandoning to some extent the space F, since 

in F, L = LM is as far as we can go.) We proceed as follows. 

Examining.the representation (II.2.1) we observe that (f, /\y) is 

defined for all f £ F, and we are immediately led to define our exten-

sion L1, first in the whole space F, by the equation 

(1) L1f(y) = (f, Ay), f.£ F. 

Our problem is now to find some natural r.k. space {Fi, 1111, ·K1} so 

that F1 ~ontains b~th F and L1(F) and, if possible, so that L1 is 

representable in F1• 

This situation is.similar in many respects to the case of an inte-

gral operator in £.2 given by 

(2) Lf(y) = f A*(y,x) f(x) dx, 
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with /\y££2 (i.e. a kernel of Carleman Type), When dealing_ ~ith_ the 

Hilbert space £2 the operator is first defined for those functions f 

in .t:2 such that L1 f is also in .«;. But the operator has an obvious 

extension to the entire space £.2, or even to the larger class of 

measurable functions f where f 1\ 1 is an integrable function for almost 

ally. The Hilbert space ~ 2 is of course not a proper functional 

space, but it can be isomorphically mapped onto an r.k. space as shown 

in section II.8. 

Let us pause for a moment and examine just what our general sit-

uation is. We have a basic set e and we see no natural way of obtain-

ing another one. We have an r.k. class F (cf. (7) of section II.l) of 

certain functions defined on e., and we have another class L1(F) of 

certain pointwise limits of functions in F. (A function in L1(F) is 

the pointwise limit of some sequence in F, because each f £ F is the 

strong limit of a sequence fn in f7", and Lfn(y) = (fn, If y)--:+ (f, Ay) 

: L1f(y).) 

The class of all functions on e is certainly a class containing 

F and t 1 (F), but this class is much too large since it is.usually not 

even an r.k. class. 

The most obvious of the few natural choices of an r.k. class con-

taining both F and 11 (F) is their vectorial sum F1 = F+L1(F). In 

order to make F1 into an r.k. space, and indeed to prove that F1 is 

even an ~.k. class, we shall first establish a norm in L1 (F) making it 

into an -r.k. space f L1 (F), U _u' ,K '}. After establishing this we may take 

K1 = K +K I as a reproducing kernel for F1 as explained in (;) of 

section II.1. 

To define a norm in L1 (F) we restrict L1 to the domain [ Ay] = F e "t. 
(where • l (L)). This establishes a one-to-one correspondence 
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between [ A y] and L1 (F) , and we simply transfer the norm in F by this 

correspondence. Clearly L1 (F) then becomes a ~ctional space 

{t1 (F), ll 11'} • (Note that (L1 f ,L1g) = (f, g) whenever either r or g ~s in 

[Ay].) This functional space also has the reproducing kernel K'(x,y) 

= L1 /\(x,y) = ( Ay, Ax), since (L1r,L1/\y)' = (r, Ay) = t 1r(y). 

As described in (5) or section II.l, K1 = K+LJ_I\ is a reproduc-

ing kernel for F1 with the norm 

(3) n f1 I f = min ( nrl2+ ft g/12), 

where the minimum is taken over all decompositions r1 = r +L1g with 

f E: F and g e: [AyJ. This minimum is attained for the unique couple f ,g 

satisfying (f,h1) = (L1g,h 1) 1 for all h1 £FL1 (F)(cr. (5") of section 

II.l), i.e. satisfying (£,Lb) = (g,h) for all h e:lJ(L). This condition 

* * can now be interpreted as faj;J and g = L f. Thus we see that the norm 

in F1 is given by 

(4) 

* where f1 = (l+L1L )r. Further, since this representation is unique, 

* we know that the transformation l+L1L is one-to-one and that F1 

= (l + L1L*)( B*). 

( *)-1 From the general theory of operators we know that 1 + LL exists 

and is a positive bounded operator on F (i.e. of F into F) with bound ,1. 
Since llfll2, llrfl2+ IIL*d2 = /}(l-f·L1L*)flli for f£1', we see in addition 

that (l + 111 *)-1 is a bounded transformation of f F1 , II HJ into {F, II 11} 

with bound 1. 

Since /I (l+ 1i1*)d1 is the same as the norm of {r,L *f} in the 

graph of L*, we see that F1 is isomorphic to the graph of L*. From the 

* general theory of operators we also know that L is the closure of its 

restriction to ~(LL*), and consequently F (considered as a subspace of 

F1) is dense in F1 • Thus we have established the following theorem. 
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Theorem l• Let L = LM be representable operator with dense domain 

1n.....]he r,k, space {F,ll l13K} , and let A be the kernel repre~enting L. 

Also let F1 = F+L1(F) and K1 = K+-L1L*K, where L1 is given by (1). 

Then (l-t-L1L*))bas an inverse and {Fpl li,Ki} is an r.k. space, where 

I 11 is given by either of the two equivalent formula!J (3) or (4). 
Further, F1 = (l+L1L*)(.8'*),F (considered as a subspace of F1) is dense 

in· F1, and (l+L1L*)-1 is a bounded transformation with bound~ 1 of 

{Fi, U H1J into {F, II II} • 
It will also be useful to have the relation 

(5) 

This formula follows easily from (4) by letting f = (l + LL*) f* and ob-

• * * ( * * * * ( * *> ( * * *> ( *) taining (f,g1)1 = (f ,g) + L f ,Lg)= f ,g + LL f ,g : f,g • 

Thus far we have defined L1 only on the space F, i.e. we have de-

fined L1F• To complete the definition we now let (the entire) L1 be 

the closure in the space F1 of the operator L1F, provided of course 

that this closure exists. 

It happens that the graph of L1 , L; and L1, considered as op-
F 

' erators in F1, all have the same closure, where L denotes any restric-

tion of L with domain dense in F. This fact follows immediately from 

IIL1f//i - min(l/ !l2+u 1112) 110112 + IIL1fl1 12 = 11Pd2 llfft 2 (where p is the 

projection onto [t\y]) and from Uri~ = mi~( )~ llf/12• To find their 

common adjoint oper~tor L! in F1 we first use (5) to obtain (Lf,g1) 1 
* *) ( *) * = (Lf,g ) and (r,h1)1 : (f,h , where g1 = l+L1L g and 

h1 = (1 +L1L*)h*. Then we must find for which g*~ 8* the equation 

(Lf,g*) = (r,h*) has a solution h*~d and what this solution is. 

The answer is now_·obvious: that g\~(1*2) and h* = L*g*. Consequently 

c;:,,.* *)(O..( *2)) *< *) * ( *) * * we obtain ~ 1 = (1 + L1L ,u L and L1 l +L1L g : 1 +L1L L g • 
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Further, the operator Lhasa closure in Fl if and onlr if B'i_ is 

dense in F1, i.e. if 8?d only if L* is the closure of its ~estriction 

to S7(L*2) (using the isomorphism between F1 and the graph of L*). 

Thus we have established: 

Theorem~. In the notation of Theorem 1, if L1 is any restriction 

of L with domain dense in F~ then the graphs of L, L1F, and L1 , consider-

ed as operators in F1 , all have the same closure. The common adjoint 

operator Li has domain Si= (l+L1L*)(~(L*2)) and is given by 

(6) Li(1+L1L*)f = (l+L1L*)L*f, fE.fJ°(1*2). 

The entire operator 11 , defined as the closure in F1 of L (or L1F), 
exists if and only if L* is the closure of its own restriction to ~(1*2). 

Even if we know that 11 exists we still must determine whether or 

not it is representable. Applying Theorem II.1, the condition is that 

:X.1 c: :,-~, which becomes ,Cc: S,- (L *2) when ref erred to the space F. If L1 

is representable, then (using Theorem II.1) its kernel is A1 = LiK1 

-- (l+ L1L*) A. 
Further, we will have L1 = L1M if and only if Li is the closure of 

its restriction to X1 , i.e. if and only if X 1 is dense in the Hilbert 

fa.* II '} II 11' ( *) space l 111,11' U1 , where n 1 is the norm in the graph space of 11 , 

0 f1/J { 2 = N f11/ i + I Li_ £111 i • Translating this condition back to the space 

F and the operator L*, and again using the isomorphism between F1 and 

the graph of 1*, we _find that L1 = ½_M if and only if X is dense in 

the Hilber·t space {,e,(1*2) ,U 111}, where /If 112 = If f02+ 2/IL*f/1 2 i- lL*2rJ 2• 

If we wish, we ma:, of course omit the "211 in the last expression, which 

gives us an equivalent norm. 

In case the original operator Lis bounded (in F) then it is al-

ready easy to handle in many respects. Since its domain is the whole 
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space there is little reason to attempt any extension of the type dis-

cussed hereo However, everything we have done so far certainly applies 

to the bounded operator Lo The class F1 is then the same as F so that 

all we have done is to change the norm to an equivalent one. 

On the other hand it is possible for the operator L1 to be bound-

ed even though the operator L was not boundedo In fact L1 being bound-

ed is equivalent to its adjoint Li being bounded, ioeo to -~r = F1• 

This condition is clearly equivalent to ~(1*2) = »* , ioe. L1 is 

bounded ii' and only if 6l* c 1:1* o 

Ii' we ask whether this situation is really possible for an unbound-

ed L the answer is yes, but not in the usual caseso Example 3 at the 

end of' this section will establish the existence of' such operators. 

If L* ( or A) is subnormal., then 6l* c: ,;/ is possible only ii' the 

operator Lis already bounded. In fact it is sufficient to know that 

* * et,+• .n* fl c: B c::: b. From the general theory of operators we know that ti"' n. 

is the whole space F., and together these conditions imply that 

F = -t{,l*cj:J +J:;*c i:J, or that L is bounded. 

Summing up., we have established the following theorem. 

Theorem lo In the notation of' Theorems 1 and 2, the operator L 

(or L1) is representable in F1 if and only if Xc:J:J'(L *2). Ii' L is 

representable in F1 theng 

(a) L1 is represented by 11 1 = (1 +L1L*) 11. 
(b) =11 = L1 if and only if 'J(, is dense in the Hilbert space 

fe,(1*2),H uiJ, where ftfll' 2 = /lfl2+ //L*f/12 + g1*2f/j 2• 

( c) L1 is bounded if and only ii' 6l * c: i;:/ • 
(d) Ii' ~le J;;, then 11 is bounded ii' and only if L is bounded. 

Before closing this section we shall make two last remarks. 
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Remark l• If we had chosen some other norm in the r.k. class F1, 

also making it into an r.k. space, then this new norm would be equiva-

lent to the one we have used (er. (6) in section II.l). Consequently 

the existence and the representability or L1 would be unchanged. 

(The existence depends only on topological notions, and the representa-

bility with respect to an equivalent norm was discussed in section II.7.) 

Remark i• If, instead or maintaining the operator Lin the space 

F1 (with a new kernel), we wished to maintain the kernel A in the space 

F1, it would represent the bounded operator L1 (1+L1L*)-1• This follows 

from (fi, /\Y)l = (r*, Ay) = 11r*(y) (using (;)), and from 

IIL1r*lf lloll2+/lr*l 2 U(l+L1L*)r*II~ (using (3) and the last statement 

in Theorem 1). 

Example 1. The first difficulty that may arise in trying to ex-

tend 1 is tha,t ~he operator L1 may not exist. We shall now construct 

an operator so that L ( =1M) is representable in F, but also with the 

property that 1 has no closure in Fi• 

We shall make the construction by defining Ay = 1 *17-. This 

immediately leads to the linear extension 1; with domain X, and the 

* closure or this operator will be the entire oper~tor 1. By this 

procedure the adjoint L = 1** will automatically be a maximal represent-

able operator in F. 

We shall define our operator in the sequential r.k. space, where 

L*e = ne , and L*e 1 = o, ·for n~l. It is easily seen that 
2n 2n+l 2n+ 

the closure exists and has domain i:/ consisting of those functions r 

with nf(2n) a sequence in J,,2 (and or course f(n) a sequence in J.2). 



~e notice immediately that L*e1 is not in J}*; so that Lis not re-

presentable in F1• 

For any f 1:.£/', 

This is not enough for our purpose, however. 

we have L*f = 'E. fill e2 + E nf(2n)e2n 1 • 
1 n n 1 

It then follows that fe:$(L*2) if and only if f e.sl and f(l) = o. 
Thus .b(L*2) is not even dense, and consequently L has no closure in 

F1 (cf. Theorem 2). 
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Example~. In order next to find an operator L having a closure 

L1 in F1 but not representable there, we go first to an abstract Hilbert 

space 31'. There we take any unbounded clo.sed linear operator T with 
* dense domain /:J= i:J (e.g. any unbounded normal or self adjoint T). 

Then T* on S"(TT*) has a graph dense in the graph of T*. Further 

,I= B + R.,*, 17 ¢ 1f, and therefore ft* cannot be contained in /3 = »*, 
i.e. 17* properly contains o&(TT*). 

Now take E. = »* (or any set contained in 5:1* and properly contain-

ing ~(TT,~}) and construct the isomorphic r.k. space {F,U U, E ,K] as 

in the proof of Theorem II.2.4. Then T induces an operator Lin F 

which has the desired properties. 

L is representable and maximal since ~(LL*)c:X.cS(L*), (implied 

by ~(TT*)c ec:oB-(T*)}. Further, .8'(L) = 8'(L *) so that ,8(1*2) =a&(LL*), 

. ( * and therefore Lhasa closure L1 in F1 since L is the closure of its 

own restriction to ~(LL*)). Finally :Xis not in $'(LL*) a b(L*2) 

so that L1 is not representable (cf. Theorem 3). 
Example J,. In this example we shall show that the extension L1 

m~y be bounded even though L was not bounded. We shall also examine 

more f.'ully the extended space F1 and operator L1• As in Example 1 we 
. * shall use the sequential space and begin by defining Len• 
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* * 1 We let L e = ne and L e = - e r - 1 2 3 Th 2n .2n-1 2n-1 n 2n' or n - ' ' ,... e 
domain~* is easily seen to be characterized by nf(2n) being a sequence 

in ..t2 (and or course f(2n-l) is in J,2 so that f &F). We also note 

that »* = (R,* and L *-l = L*. 

From this we know tha~ L1 exists (cf. Theorem 2), is representable 

(cf. Theorem 3), and is bounded in F1 (cf. Theorem 3, part (c)). We 

also see that 51 is characterized by nf(2n-l)(and of course f(2n)) be-

ing in l,2, and that Le = ! e , Le = ne2 • Thus it= R. and 
; 2n n 2n-l 2n-1 n 

1-1 = 'L. The kernel I\ is given by /\(i,-j) = 1*ej(i), or A(i,2n) 

= ne (i) and /\ (i,2n-1) = ; e2 (i). 
2n-l . n . 

The class F1 = F + 11 (F) is the class of functions f such that 

f(2n-l) and ;r(2n) are in £2• The operator (1 + 111*) has, of course, 

* * . . 1J' for its domain, and letting r1 = (1 + L1L ) f* we get f 1 (2n-l) 

= (l+;2)f*(2n-1) and r1 (2n) = (l+n2)r*(2n). Inverting these formulas 

*( n2 * __l_ we get f 2n-l) = n2 + 1 r1 (2n-l) · and r (2n) = ii2+i' r1 (2n) • Calcu-

* * ( ) ( * *) ( * * * *> lating L r and substituting into f1 ,g1 1 = f ,g -f- L r , L g 

we finally obtain 
00 --- 00 1 

(fi g ) = n2 r1 (2n-l) g1 (2n-l)+E ~l f1 (2n) g1 (2n). 
, 1 1 n2 + 1 1 n + 

When r1 is in F we may calculate L1 f1 and we find that 

II L1 f1R1 = llf1111° This tells us that L1 is a unitary operator on F1 • 

By computing 
·.: 00 --- CO 

(L1fl'f1 )1 =2r n2~l f1 (2n)f1(2n-l)+'r n2~ 1 f 1 (2n-l) .f1 (2n), 

which is always real, we see that 1i is also self adjoint, and from 

these two properties it follows that L1 is or order 2 (i.e. Lf = I). 
. . 

Consequently we find that L1 is a very special and simple operator, 

* called a symmetry, though Land L are not even subnormal. 



Examole ~. For our final example we let t*e6 n-t-1 
= e6n+ 2 + ne6f~J+ 6, where [~] denotes the largest integer in ~, 
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1* e = ne + e t*e O L * 6n + 2 6n -t- 3 6n + 1' 6n + 3 = ' e 6n + 4 = e 6n + 5 + ne 6n -t- 3 i 

L* . * e = e + 2ne · and L e = O. 6n + 5 6n + 4 · 6n + 6' 6n + 6 This operator will have 

the property that L1 exists and is representable, but L1 ¢ L1M even 

though by our convention, L = LM. 

Finding the domain J:J* of the closure of this operator requires 

more care than in the previous examples. The result is that fg~* if 

and only if the sequences {f(n)} , {nf(6n+ 2) + nf(6n-i- 4)}, and 

f2nf(6n+ 5) + 2nf(12n+ 1) + (2n+ 1) f(12n-t 7)} are all in l 2• This 

result may be obtained as follows, 

We must construct a sequence fk of finite combinations of the 

en so that f and t*fk is a Cauchy sequence. One way to construct 

the approximating function fk is to truncate the infinite sequence f(n) 

appropriately so that after applying L* the coefficients of e6n+:3 and 

of e6n-1- 6 will have their "non- J,211 components cancelled out. Roughly 

this means taking the same number of f(6n+ 2) 's as of f(6n+4) •s and 

taking twice as many f(6n+l) 1s as f(6n+ 5) 1s. 

L1 exists and is representable in F1 because J:1(1*2) obviously 

contains the kernels Kj = ej' 

In order to show that L1 F L1M we must find some function f for 

which 1*2r is defined and such that it is impossible to find a sequence 

{fJ in 'X with and (cf, Theorem 3, 

CX> 00 
part (b)), Such.an element is given by f = ¼ e6n+ 2 -1r; e6n+ 4• 

CX> 00 
Then L*f: ~; e6 1 - i:; e6 + 5, and 1*2f: f, 

1 n+ 1 n 
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We suppose now that there exists a sequence {rk}cJC with the prop-

erties that L*fk~L*r, and t*2rk~f. We may assume that 

fic(i) = 0 except wh~n i = 6n+2 or i = 6n+4, since each convergence 

is improved by applying such a projection. Thus 

I: [2nrk(l2n+ 2) + (2n +l)fk(l2n +8) + 2nfk(6n +4~e6n+ 6 • 
n 

(i) E frk(6n+ 2) - ~/2-+ o, 
n 

(ii) E lrk(6n+4) + ;12-+ o, 
n 

(iii) E n2 jrk(6n+2) +fk(6n+4)/ 2-+ o, 
n 

(iv) .L! n2 f fk(l2n+ 2) + 2~ 1 fk(l2n+ 8) + fk(6n+4)/ 2 o. 
n 

Conditions (iii) and (iv) then imply that 

(v) L n2 Jrk(l2n+2) + 2~+l rk(l2n+8) - rk(6n+2)I 2 -+ o. 
n 

We then choose an index k0 such that /rko (8) / > j and such that 

the sum in equation (v) is smaller than ·f 2. Letting g(n)=nfk0 (6n+2) 
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and bn = ½g(2n) + ½g(2n+ 1)- g(n), we obtain jg(l)I > j , 
~_: l&n1 2<1°2 , and g(n) = &n = 0 for n>p (where ·p depends upon k0). 
n 

If'·we:now add the equations 

g(l) + J1 = ½g(2) + ½g(3), 

½g(2) + ½ £2 = zg(4)+ zg(5), 

.•. .•. .. . . . . . . . 
we will obtain g{l)+ £1 + ½< t2 + 63) + zC t4 + • ••+I 7) 

+ ¼< t 8 -t- ••• + t:\5) + . • • = o. Dividing this equation by 2 we 

finally obtain ½ /g(l)/~1£11+½1'21+¼ 1131 + t 1141-r ••• 

( 2: !2)'f(~ ltnl 2)½ V2 y312 = t, which contradicts /g(l)/ > j . 

2. Subnormal operators. In the previous section we discussed 

some of' the properties of' the extended operator Li• A question of' 

interest is whether the process of' going from L to L1 preserves the 

notion of' subnormalitr. In this connection we have the following 

theorem. 

Theorem J.. Let L = LM be the maximal operator represented by 

the subnormal kernel A, and let F1 be the r.k. space of' Theorem 

III.1.1. Also let L1 be the closure, if' it exists, of' the operator L 

in the space F1• 

(a) c:F. 



(b) If L1 exists, then L( ~(L *2) )c: 5:1* is a necessary and 

sufficient condition for L~ to be subnormal. 

(c) 5:J(il,*c"S/ and L(~(L*2) }c:9 are necessary and sufficient 

conditions for L1 to _exist and be normalo 

(d) If L1 exists and is represented (in F1) by A1_,_ then 
* * A E fl is a necessary and sufficient condition for A 1 

to be subnormalo 

Proof o By our hypothesis we have Ay, F and L * subnormal 

(Theorem II.5.1). Consequently, whether 11 exists or not, we have 
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J:1i = (l+L1L*)(~(t*2)) (Theorem IIIolo2). From the general theory 

of operators we also have F = (1+-LL*) (.8'(LL*)). Since i!J* c:: 8, it 

then follows that S:7(1 *2)c: J.,"(LL *) and c0'i c: F. Thus (a) is established. 

We shall next show that (c) will follow from (b). We have 

J1(L*2) = J:r (LL*) if and only if iffl*c /:J'*, and this inclusion is 

therefore a necessary and sufficient condition for £ri = F. Clearly 

* L1 will exist when .&1 = F (since Fis dense in F1)• Consequently 

necessary and sufficient conditions for L1 to exist and be normal are 

o.-* * that """1 = F, that L1 be subnormal, and that L1F be already closed. 

Whenever J?Ji = F and Li is subnormal, L1F will automatically be closed, 

since L1F is metrically equivalent to the closed operator Li (er. sec-

* * * tion I .4) • Thus i7 (fl c .9 and L1 subnormal are necessary and suffi-

cient conditions f~r L1 to exist and be normal. 

In order to prove (b) and (d) we now let r = (1 + LL*) r* € .Bi and 

obtain Lff • (l+L1L*)1*r* (cf. Theorem III.1.2) and 

(1) 

* * * (using formula III.1.4). Further, L1r = Lr +L1LL r, and applying 

formula III.1.3 we get 
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(2) 

* ( )* >* . * * Since LL = LM LM = (Lui Lm (Theorem Io4ol), we have L1LL f 

= L1 (1m) *Lmr* and L1 f = (1 + L1 (Lm) *) Lr* o Because the minimum in 

formula IIIolo3 is attained for the unique decomposition L1f = (l+Lf*)r', 

we see that equality holds in (2) precisely when r' = Lr* (and L*r' 

- * *) • * * * - LL f , l.oeo when Lf e $ o Since L is subnormal, the right sides of 

(1) and (2) are equal, and we have established 

(3) 

. * * * * with equality if and only if Lf E i?J , where f = (1 + L1 L ) f o Conse-

* quently when L1 exists (and L1 therefore has a dense domain in F1), a 

necessary and sufficient condition for Li to be subnormal (in F1) is 

that L( i?J(L*2))c ,e* o Thus we have established (b). 

For (d) we now suppose that Li is represented (in F1) by A1• 

By applyi'ng the condition for equality in (3) to elements f £ Xi, we 

* * see that (Lj) "'i is subnormal if and only if LKy £8 o Therefore 
* * Ay = LKy s £J is a necessary and sufficient condition for the closure 

(Lf)m to be subnormal, or for A1 to be subnormal (cf o Theorem II.5.1). 

This completes the proof of the theoremo 

3o Symmetric operators. In the process of extending a maximal 

operator L we may also analyze the notions of symmetry and self-adjoint-

ness. These notions for the operator Land for its extension L1 are 

related as shown by the following theoremso 

Theorem lo Let L = LM be the maximal operator represented by 

the subnormal kernel A, and let F1 be the r.k. space of Theorem III.1.1. 

Also let L1 be the closure, if it exists, of the operator Lin the space 

!J.. If L1 exists and is represented (in F1) by A 1 , then a necessary 

and sufficient condition that /\1 be symmetric is that A be symmetric. 
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Proof'. We suppose that 11 exists and is represented by A1 • .,, .. 
Then A1 = (l+L1L*)/\ '(Theorem III.1 • .3, part (a)). Since L* is sub-

normal, we also have (L1L*A)*(x,y) = (/ly,L*/\x) = (L*Ky,L*/\x) 

* * * * * ** = (LKy,L Ax) = ( Ay,L Ax). If' Aye J3/, then (L1L A) (x,y) = (L Ay, l\x) 

* A*( ) /\* ( * * A* * = L1L "' x,y and 1 = l+ L1L ) A • Consequently, when y E /?J , 

A1 will be symmetric if' and only if A is symmetric. Finally, when A 
is symmetric we have A; = !lye Pl*, and when 

A* * . yE./:J from Theorem III.2.1, part (d). This 

A 1 is symmetric we have 

completes the proof'. 

Throughout the remainder of' this section we shall suppose that 

L = LM and A = A*. In this case we have L * c. L and a9 e F (cf'. 

Theorem "III.2.1, part (a)). For f'.= (l+LL*)f*e.e~ we have Li f' 

• (l+L1L*)L*f*, and since 1*r*«e*, we also have L1f': Lr*+ 1111*r* 

= (l+L11*)1*r*. Thus L~ will be symmetric whenever L1 exists (i.e. 

whenever Li, has a dense domain). 

Theorem 6-• Let /\ = A* and Ay e:. F for each y. 

(a) 1m = LM is a necessary and sufficient condition for L1 to 

be self' adjoint, and in this case o0'1 = F. 

(b) If Lm ¢ LM and 11 exists, then Li is symmetric, LI~ L1 , 
I 

and for every self' adjoint restriction L1 of' L1 we must 

have c0{F non-dense in F. 

If' L1 is also representable (in F1), then either 

(c) 1m = LM and L1 is self' adjoint, ie-1 = F. For every other 
I I self' adjoint restriction L1 of L1M we must have b1F non-

dense in F • 

.Q!: (d) 1m , LM and Lm is not symmetric in F1 • For every self 

adjoint res~riction L{ of' L1M we must have .B)_F non-dense 

!!Ll,. 
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Proof. (a). If Lm = LM = L, then J,-~ : (1+ LL *)(J:!(LL*)} : F 

and L1 exists. It then follows that L1F = Lf and 11 is self adjoint 

with domain F. On the other hand, if 11 exists and is self adjoint, 

then (L1+ i)-1 and (11-i)-1 both exist. Since (L ± i) is a restriction 

of (L1 ± i) it follows that (L + i)-1 and (L-i)-1 both exist. But this .. 
implies that 1m = 1* is self adjoint, and Lm = L = LM. 

(b). If Lm # LM =Land L1 exists, then the fact that Li is sym-

metric follows from the remark~ preceding the theorem, and Lf L1 

follows from (a). Let L{ be a self adjoint restriction of L1• If £r1F 

were dense in F, then L1 would be a self adjoint extension of 11 (cf. 

Theorem III.1.2), which is impossible. 

(c). Since Lm = LM the first statement follows from (a). We must 

' ' now prove that for a self adjoint operator L1 c:.L1M with .e-1F dense in 

' F, we must have L1 = L1• In fact, from Theorem III.1.2. it follows 

that Li is a self adjoint extension of L1, and therefore 11 = 11• 

(d) When Lm # LM, it follows from (b) that L1 is not symmetric. 

Since L1 is the closure in Fi of Lm, (cf. Theorem III.1.2), it follows 

' that Lm is not symmetric in F1• Let L1 be any self adjoint restriction 
t I Then as before, if 2'1 F were dense in F, we would have 11 11• 

This is clearly impossible and the proof of the theorem is complete. 

Remark: Theorems 1 and 2 give us the conditions under which 11 

will be symmetric (or self adjoint) whenever the original operator 1m 
(or the k~rnel I\) is symmetric. However, we have seen in Example .3 

of section III,1 that for some operators Lm (= LM and not even subnormal) 

the operator 11 may even be a symmetry. (We shall reserye the problem 

of finding neces_sary and sufficient conditions for L1 to be normal, 

self adjoint, unitary, etc, to be considered in another paper.)· 
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When 1m = LM = L (and /\ • A*) we have seen that the operators L 

and 11 are each self adjoint in their respective spaces F and F1• _We 

now proceed to relate their corresponding resolutions of the identity. 

Theorem J.. Let Lm = LM = L be represented in F by the kernel 

~= A.*. Then Lis a self adjoint operator in F, and its closure 11 , 

in the extended space F1, is a self adjoint operator in F1 with domain 

!,• Let {EA} and {Ei~} be the resolutions of the identity correspond-

ing to L and L1 respectively. Then E>. c: E, ,. , and '.El,>, is the closure 

in F1 of EA • For elements fEF the two norms, that in F and that in 

F1, are given by 

(1) 

and 

(2) 

llf112 = j d(E>. f,r), 

Further, for f £ $ we have 

(3) lltf/1 2 = f ).2 d(E~ f,f), 

and for any f, F = .0"1 we have 

I 112 J :>-2 (4) I L1f•1 = l + A2 d(E f,f). 

Also, for f E F, 

(5) 

in the sense of a pointwise limit and a strong limit in the norm II U, • 
~. Using Theorem 2 and the Spectral Theorem we need only 

prove th~t E). c:E1A and derive (2), (4), and (5). 
* * For fe:F we let fl" = (E_,,.,-E_l")f. For gl = (l+L1L )g £Fl we 

* * o. n) let g1,, : (E1 - Ei ) gl = (1 + L1 L ) g" • Then f.u £.i;;, (L and we have 
" II -V , 

,I' +-! An d(E~ ,g~) : j ;\,n d(E). ,g:) : (Ln~ ,g:) 
-o0 



s; 
+~ y 

= (L~f,µ ,glv )1 = J An d(Ei_~ ,gl1,1 )1 = J ).n d(E1,_ ,g111 )1• 
-- -11+0 

By a classical device we may now approximate by polynomials the char-

acteristic function of the interval from -,1,1- v to ). and obtain, in 

the limit, (E). ,g~) = (Ei,.). ,g1 v )1 • As V-+- oo we will have 

llgly - g1lli 0 and also II g~ - g*tl O, since (1 + L1L*)-l is a bound-

ed transformation of F1 into F (cf. Theorem III.1.1)~ Consequently, in 

the limit we obtain (E). ,g1)1 = (E>. ,g*) = (El). ip ,gi)p Since 

gl £ F1 is arbitrary, we have E). fl" = Ei). fl' • Since the f,;t fill 

out a dense subspace of F (as f and.I" vary), we finally obtain E). c E1 >-

From the general Spectral Theorem we have B = J 1 ;).2 dE~, where 

B = (l+L2)-1 • From this and from (f,f)1 = (Bf,f) formula (2) follows 

immediately. 

By using (El). f ,f)1 = (BE). f,f) = (E>. Bf ,f) and the Spectral 

Theorem for L1 we obtain 

Kt1ffi = f ;\2 d(Ei_).. f,r) 1 = J ).2 d(E,_ Bf,r) 

Thus (4) is established. 

Finally, for any f e. F we let fN = (~ - E -N-0) f = (E1N- E1_N_O) f • 
N 

Then fNE.B'(L) and LfN = J'). dE.). f. Further, II L1rN-L1rflf O (using 
-N 

the Spect~al Theorem for Li). Thus we have proved (5) in the sense of 

a strong limit in the norm ti 111 • Pointwise convergence then follows 

from this, and the proof is complete. 

We may also profit by using a resolution of the identity even in 
• the case when Lm # LM, as seen by the following theorem. 
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Theorem It,. Let L = LM be represented in F by a symmetric kernel 

/\, let L1 be given by formula (III.1.1), and let Sc: L be any self 

adjoint restriction of L. If {E;] is the resolution of the identity 

corresponding to S and if f £ F, then for each y . Eaf (y) is of bounded 

variation in ). and 
-+tO 

(6) f(y) : f dE.\f(y), _.., 
Too 

(7) L1f(y) = /). dE).f(y). --
Proof. For any resolution of the identity in F we have EA_f(y) 

= (E A f, Ky) , and therefore E ). f {y) is of bounded variation in ). and 

(6) follows from (f ,Ky) = j d(E). f,Ky-). 

For (7) we must use the fact that {E~} corresponds to S. If 

f E 6( (S) then (EA SQ)f, /\y) = (s'1lE). r, /\y) = (E). f ,SQ} l\y) = (E). f ,Ky-) 
= E >. f(y) and 

L1f(y) = (f, Ay) = (ssQ)r, Ay) =/A. d(E i s€!Jr, Ay) = f">.dE x r(y). 

For an arbitrary f6:F we now define fE = (Ee-E_E_0 )f£cfl(S). Then 

f 6 -+ f 0 , where f-f0 £ )€(5) c:: ~(L), as and 
-E +oo 

L1f(y) = lim L1f f' (y) = lim( f + j ) A dE). f(y) = j). dE f(y). 
-ro e 

4. Spectra. The usual subdivision of the spectrum of an operator 

(e.g. in Stone [1]) into the point spectrum, the continuous spectrum, 

and the residual ~pectrum is a useful distinction between points of the 

complex plane and gives a partial description of the operator. However, 

it will be more useful to give a more detailed description of the spect-

rum as suggested by N. Aronszajn. 

For a closed linear operator T with dense domain in a Hilbert space 

1f, we recall that the set of points A for which T-). has an inverse 
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defined on the whole or 'If is called the resolvent set of T. We also 

recall that the complementary set (in the complex plane) is called the 

spectrum of T. For every point A in the complex plane we now define 

the quadruple of cardinal numbers ( °' ,m,n, ~), called the "spectral 

value of .l,, n as follows : 
= { 0 if J,( T) is closed 

«=«(A) = «().,T) 

(1) 

1 otherwise. 

m = m( A) = m(). ,T) = the dimension of l(T-).). 

n = n( A ) = n( i. , T) = the rank of ~(T-).) • 
. I 

{
O if (<. (T- >.) is closed 

= 1 otherwise. 

The number« can usually be omitted, since it merely signifies 

whether Tis bounded or not, and the operator usually remains fixed 

throughout a discussion of the spectrum. We include it here only be-

cause we wish to compare the spectrum of an operator L with the spect-

rum of an extension L1, and contrary to what we might expect may 

actually change. or course as ). varies ct ( >. ) does not change. 

The resolvent set is now the set or points having the spectral 

value (~,o,o,o). The classical point spectrum corresponds tom> o, 
the continuous spectrum to (°',0,0,1), and the residual spectrum to 

m = 0 and n > o. Instead or subdividing the spectrum only into these 

three sets (and possibly a multiplicity function), with the new no-

tation we keep the continuous spectrum and split the other sets fur-

ther in~o infinitely many smaller sets. 

It ( °',m,n, (J) corresponds to the operator T and some point ;). , 

then ( al ,n,m, ,e) will correspond to the adjoint operator T* and the 

conjugate point T. That m and n are interchanged follows immediately 

* * - [J from the relations (T-)..) = T - ). (cf. Nagy 1 ,p.29) and 
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*((T->.)*) =1fei(T->.). To prove that~ is unchanged, i.e. that 
. * 6( ( T - :>t) is closed if and only if (Jl (( T-).) ) is closed, requires a 

slightly more sophisticated argument. 
. 1 
If we let T • T - ~, then we may proceed as follows. A necessary 

and sufficient condition for tR(T 1) to be closed is that the minimal 

inverse T1~ be bounded (cf. section I.3). In turn, T1~ will be bound-

ed if and only if its adjoint T1~ is bounded. From Lemma 2 of section 
1 r,) * I */,\ I.3 we have Tt.11 = T t:::!,,I• Thus a necessary and sufficient condition 

1 '* for 6t(T ) to be closed is that R. (T ) is closed, and we have proved 

the preceding remark concerning fR.(T-).) and Ot(T* - T). 
Theorem l• Let L = LM be the maximal operator represented by the 

kernel A (with AYE F), and suppose that its closure L1 in the space F1 

exists (cf. Theorem III.1.2). Further, let (ce ,m,n, 19) and (ct1;m1,n1,P1} 

be the spectral value of a point A (as defined in (1)) for the operators 

L and L1 respectively. Then X (Li - T} = * (L*-T), 

These relations are the best possible for each of the couples separatelv. 

Proof. We may assume that >. • o. In fact, if we replace L by 

L - A and construct the operator (L -.>.}1 we obtain (letting A(T} be the 

* * -kernel representing T} : (L- >.} M • (L1,1 - >.) = L - >., ((L -,\) M} = L - .>. , 

/\(L-}.} = t1(L)-TK, and (L->.) 1F = L1F;...).. Also, for the r.k. 

class F1 : we get (ietting F1 (T} = F +T1 (F), the extended class F1 corre-

sponding to T) F1 (L - >.) : F + (L1- >. )(F) = F + L1 (F} : F1 (L} • The two 

norms in _F1 , defined from L and from L- A , will not be the same, but 

they will be equivalent ·(cf. (6) of section II.1}. Since the spectral 

value of a point is the same under an equivalent norm, i.e. since the 

topology is not changed, a proof for >i = 0 will clearly suffice. 



(a) simply states that Li is bounded if Lis bounded, and this 

was already remarked in section III.1. 
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(b) is almost obvious, since )l = l (L) c * (L1) = * i, but we 

must verify that the dimension diml .in the space Fis the same as 

the dimension dim1 ): in the space F1 (e.g. when 'Jf has a transfinite 

dimension) • The transformation carrying f i:: F into f tS F1 is one-to-one 

and closed, and consequently Lemma I.3.1 tells us that these dimensions 

are the same. 

For (c) we let f1 = (l+L1L*)f* for an arbitrary f1£F1 (i.e. an 

arbitrary r*e ,e*). Then L*r* = O if and only if f1£.ei and tir1 = O 

* * \At * (cf. Theorem III.1.2). Hence ~l = (l+-L1L )(~ ) = as announced 

prior to (a), and therefore m(L*) = m(L!) or n(L) = n(L1) (again using 

Lemma I.3.1). 

To prove (d) we use a previous remark that ll is closed if and 

only if de* is closed. We must prove that de. is closed implies ~l 

* is closed, and this is now equivalent to proving that R.. is closed 
LJ * . ,o* . c:.* ..o* implies 11\.11s closed. If V\, 1s closed, then (I./ rtv is complete with 

respect to the norm ( llf/12+ IIL*fl 2)½, and consequently 6?.~ = (l+L1L*)(.e*dt) 

is closed, since l+L1L* is an isomorphism of.the graph of 1* onto F1 

(cf. remark preceding·Theorem III.1.1). 

To complete the proof of Theorem 1 we must show that separately 

these are the best inequalities possible. This is partially shown in 

Example~ of section III.1. In this example Land L1 have the spectral 

values (1,0,0,1) and (o,o,o,o), respectively, for A= o. This shows 

that (a) and (d) are the best possible. That (b) is the best possible 

will be shown by the examples at the end of this section. 
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Remark: When Lis self adjoint we may say much more than is as-

serted in Theorem 1. In fact Land L1 then have essentially the same 

resolution of the identity (cf. Theorem III.3.3) and it is easily veri-

fied that ( C( ,m,n, p ) = («1,m1,~1,'~1). 

Theorem~. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1 we have the follow-

ing. The resolvent operator R1). = R,- (L1) exists if and only if 

( ) * * -I?.. L - ). = F and J;, c dt (L - A) • In particular R1). exi.s ts whenever 

R). ·= R).. (L) exists, so that when passing from L to L1 the resolvent 

set increases and the spectrum decreases. This increase and decrease 

may be prope;c. 

Proof. Again we may assume that ). = 0. The conditions that Ri 
0 

* exists are that tR.1 and ~l be dense in F1 and one of them (and there-

fore both) be closed. From Theorem 1, part (c), and from 

IR.~ = (1-r 111*) ( .d fl) (Theorem IIr'.1.2), it follows that tRi = £; = F, 
- * * - ,t')* if and only if a?. = F and ircfl. Also, if fl = Ill, = F, i.e. if R0 

exists, then R1 will exist. We now complete the proof by referring 
0 

to Example 3 of section III.l, where Land L1, for, A= 0, have the 

spectral values (1,0,0,1) and (o,o,o,o). Thus the increase and de-

crease may be proper. 

In general it is not true that m = m1, but from the last theorem 

we see that m = m1 when m = n = = 0. However this is not a necessary 

condition. 

We ~ave, in fact, m = m1 if we weaken the condition to read m =P= 0. 

* * * This is simply saying that 6?. = F implies i'J c 6(: , and therefore 

= F1• An even strong result, requiring a slightly more complicated 

proof, is the following. 

Theorem 30 Under the hypothesis of Theorem l,P= 0 implies m = m,. 
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Proof. We may again assume that A= O. From Theorem 1 we have 

m ' m1 , and we must now prove that m1~ m. 

( * * We have from Theorem 1) p = ~l = 0, and and 6l1 are each closed. 

Also m1 = dim *i = dim(F1e ~;'.:). The transformation 1-t- L1L* is an iso-

morphism of :i* = .7(L*) onto F1 (cf. remark preceding Theorem III.1.1) 

* * ' ' and IR1 = (l+ L1L*) ( :ii ~*)(cf. Theorem III.1.2), so that m1 : dim :J , 

' * ( * ) where ;J = :J 8(7 L .b* '2.* • 

We let P be the transformation of (} 1 into F defined by P { f ,L * r} = r, 
and we let Q be the projection of F onto 3£. Pis. the restriction of a 

projection in the graph space F ± F, and therefore QP is bounded. Also, 
I 

QP has a closed domain :J and is thus closed. Further, QP is one-to-

one, since {f,L *r}£ 3' and QP {f,L*rJ = O implies r,dt,*, which means 
,. t ) f = O. Thus we may apply Lemma I.3.1 and obtain m1 = dim O = dim(QP(O ) • 

But QP( a' )c:~, so that m1 , dim l = m, and the proof is complete. 

Example l• We shall now show that the nullspace may actually in-

crease when the operator is extended. We shall make the construction 

in the sequential r.k. space by defining Aj = L*ej (as explained in 

Example 1 of section III.1). 

* *- 1 ( ) We let L e = ne2 and L e2 = ii e2 1 n ~1 • Taking the 2n-1 n n n+ 

linear closure we see that ii' is the set of functions f with nf(2n-l) 

(and of course f(2n)) a sequence in .1,2• 

of those functions in i!* with f(l) = O. 

* The range dl. then consists 

Thus we see that 11 exists 

and is bounded (Theorem III.1.3, part (c)) and that «= 1, °'l = O. 

The point of the spectrum that we wish to investigate this time 

is not the origin but the point = 1. In other words we are particu-

larly interested in fixed points of L. 
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Taking the adjoint of L* we see that 5!I is characterized by the 

property that nf(2n) is in l 2• Further, Lei= o, Le2n = ne2n-l' and 

Le = l e2n for n 1. 2n+l n 

Letting f ¢ 0 be a fixed point of L we must have f(j) '¢ O for some 

j. By applying L successively we see that f(i) ¢ 0 for all i j, and 

thus -we may normalize f by putting f(l) = 1. It then follows that 

f(2) = f(3) = 1, f(4) = 1/2, f(5) = 1, f(6) = 1/3, f(7) = 1, etc. 

Since f(2n-l) = l for all n, this element f is not in our space F and 

L has no fixed points. 

However, F1 = F+L1 (F) is the set of functions f with f(2n) and 

fif(2n+l) in J,2' and we see that our fixed point is in the space F1• 

Therefore it is a fixed point of L1, and for = l we have m = 0 and 

= 1. 

In a similar manner we find that a fixed point of 1*, when f(l) = 1, 

* must formally satisfy f(2n) = n. Therefore 1-L is one-to-one, or 

n = 0 and (from Theor~m 1) n1 = O. 

We shall next show that p1 = 1. We let g = (1- L1) f for 

f ES-1 = F1• Then we have 

g(2n) = f(2n) - ;f(2n+l), 

g (2n - 1) = f(2n- 1) - nf (2n) • 

If dt(l- L1) = F1, then there would be a solution f E F1 for g(2n) = 0 

and g(2n-l) = 1. ·Multiplying the first equation by n and adding them 
·-: 

we would obtain 

1 = f(2n-l) - f(2n+ 1), 

or f(2n + 1) = f(l)-n, which is not an element in F1 • Thus ~(l-L1) '¢ F1 

and p1 = 1 (since we already have n1 = O). Then~= l also (from 



Theorem 1). Consequently we have established an example with the 

spectral values, at~= 1, of (1,0,0,1) and (0,1,0,1) for Land 11 
respectively. 

9.3 

Example g,. In this example our sole aim 1s to exploit the result 

of Example 1. We first look at an auxiliary operator which will be useful. 

We let Tei = e1 and Tek = ek + ek-l for k 2. This defines a bound-

ed operator whose adjoint is given by T*ek = ek + ek + 1 for k~l. We see 

immediately that T-1 has a one-dimensional nullspace [eiJ and that 

6{(T-1) = F. Thus for): 1 we have the spectral value (0,1,0,0). 

We now turn to the actual construction of the operator of our inter-

est. Let m,n, and p be arbitrary cardinal numbers. Take m copies of 

the sequential space, each with the operator T constructed in the last 

paragraph. Taken more copies of the sequential space with the operator 

* T, and finally p copies of the sequential space with the operator con-

structed in Example 1. 

Then by taking the combinatorial orthogonal sum (the "Cartesian 

product" of Nagy [1] -- er. section I .1) of these m + n -t p spaces and 

operators we get an operator Lin an r.k. space F. This space F con-

sists of functions f defined on a set E. = U E.°', where the sets e.e 
are m+n+p disjoint copies of the set of natural numbers. Am~ng all 

these functions the class F consists of those f with l/f/12 = Z: lf(x)f 2c: m. 
XE.e 

The domain S?J'= ~(L) is the set of functions f i F such that the re-

strictio~ foe to e°' is in cB'(L oe ) and such that Lf : { Loe f r1,} is 

in F. Further, the adjoint operator 1* is simply the combinatorial 

orthogonal sum of the adjoints 1:. 
An examina.tion of the opera tor L -1 now shows that it is un-

bounded, it has an m- dimensional nullspace, and its range is not 



closed and of rank n. Thus L has the spectral value (l,m,n,l) 

for .>.. = 1. 

For the extended operator we find that F1 is the combinatorial 

orthogonal sum of the spaces F°' and that 11_ is the combinatorial 
1 

orthogonal sum of the operators L°' 1• Consequently L1-l is bounded 
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(since the Let are uniformly bounded), has an (m+ p) - dimensional 

nullspace, and has a non-closed range. Consequently L1 has the spectral 

value (O,m+p,n,l) for ). = 1, and the example is complete. 

5. Carleman integral operators. We shall now continue our dis-

cussion of Carleman integral operators that we began in section II.8. 

Our notation will be that introduced in section II.8. 

From equation (II.8.6) it is clear that T1(£2)c:£1 (B) for each 

B E e,, and we may extend the linear transformation '/ to the domain 

.t.2 + T1 (.t2) by the same equation (II.8.4). For any f£.t 2 we then 

have 

(1) ( f T1f) (B) = f T1f(x)d,.Px = j (j H(x,y)f(y) d/'y)d~x 
B B 

= j f(y)( f H(x,y) dJ-lx) d,Py = ( 'ff, /\B). 
B 

Thus we see that Lis a maximal operator in the r.k. space F =f(L.2) 

and agrees with our convention in sections III.land III.3. From (1) 

it is now apparent that '/ (£2 + T1 (~ 2)). = F + L1(F) = F1, and ·that 

the exte:1sion L1F ·is the operator induced by T1 (and by f). We may 
• I 

now apply the results of section III.1 and state the following. 

The linear transformation l+T1T* (where T1 is defined by (II.8.1) 

and T* ~s the adjoint of T) is defined on .8'CT*), has range er2 +T1 ( t:..2), 

and has an inverse. If in .:t.2 we denote the original norm by 



UrH2 = J Ir/ 2 ~, then we can introduce a new norm 

With respect to this new norm £, 2 .;. T1 ( ~ 2) is a completion of £ 2, 

and the extended norm is given by 

(3) 

where the minimum is taken over all decompositions r1 = f +T1g with 

f ,g £ :l2. 
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In order that the operator T1 have a self adjoint closure in the 

extended space £ 2 +T1 (..t:2) it is necessary and suff~cient that T be 

self adjoint in .;t2 (cf. Theorem III.3.2, part (a)). Kernels H(x,y) of 

this type, where the operator Tis self adjoint, Carleman [1] has called 
1) 

kernels of Class I, all others being of Class II. Thus for Carleman 

kernels of Class I_we may also apply the results of Theorem III.3.3 as 

follows. 

If H(x,y) is of Class I, then the operator Tis self adjoint in 

;t2, and the operator T1, with domain £ 2, is self adjoint in 

.;e2+ T1 (.t2) (with the norm given by (3)). If {E~} is the resolution 

of the identity for T (in ~ 2), then the resolution of the identity 

(in .t 2 + T1 ( .t2)) for T1 is given by f E1).} , where E1 ). is the closure 

in £:. 2+ T1 ( ~ 2) of E). • Then we also have 

Ufl/2 = j d(E>. f,f) 

1) Carleman considered only real symmetric kernels. We have 
made the natural extension of his Class I and Class ·11 to 
include complex (Hermitian) symmetric kernels, as did Stone [1]. 
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re,9(T), 

The above paragraph gives us information only about kernels of 

Class I. We shall now prove a final result that is true for any Carleman 

kernel such that T has a self adjoint restriction S (e.g. any real kernel). 

We then have T* c:: S c: T and a resolution of the identity {E i'.} correspond-

ing to s. We shall make use of the fact that functions in the range or 

T1 are defined everywhere (and not merely almost everywhere) by equation 

(II.8.1). (In fact 6l(T1) and 6<.(T) are r.k. spaces with the norms 

/IT1fll' = llrll and //TfJl"2 = 11£112+ IITf/12 respectively, where f J. *(T).) 

For any function gin the range of T1, its (well determined) values are 

given by g(x) = (f,Hx), where f is any element of .;c2 with T1f = g. 

We let f be an arbitrary element in £ 2• For A<O, E).rtR(S)c:IR.(T) 

and E,_r(x) is defined everywhere. For )>O, (1-E). )fE~(S)E~(T) and 

(E '). -1) r(x) is defined everywhere. Hence we may consider tl E r(x) to 

be defined everywhere except for intervals ( >..', -J.') containing the origin. 

For E:,?t> Owe let :r • f- (E .0- E )f. Then f e.~(S) and 
E,1t. 1\- - E E,71. 

+oo 

(f ,H ) : (SSQ)f , H ) = f). d(E). SQ)f , H ) 
Ei,lt X e,11, X _ 00 E,'l\. X 

-E -too 

:(j+J)~d(S~).f ,H) 
t:,11, X 

-co 7t 
-E +oo 

: ( j + j ) ). dE ). f (x) • 
-c:io 1t 
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As e O and '11.-+ Owe have fE,~f0 where f- r0 E )((S) c::~(T), Thus 

(fE,1t.'Hx) ~(f0,Hx) = (f,Hx) = T1r(x), and we have finally 

-E +oo 
T1 f (x) : lim ( J + f ) ). dE ). f (x) 

00 
- \ 

for every point x and every fi;t2• The result corresponds to Theorem 

III.3.4 in r.k. spaces. 
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